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I Abstract 
This report describes various solutions to shorten the cycle time (or customer lead time) in a sample 

order fulfillment process while optimizing the costs. Samples for customers are free of charge stock 

keeping units (SKUs) with a low demand and a shelf life of 1.5 years, with the purpose of testing and 

creating new business opportunities. To shorten the cycle time, the workflow was redesigned; also, a 

model was developed to determine the best storage locations (or ship-from locations); furthermore, a 

simulation was created to optimize the reorder level and inventory of the samples. Uncertain 

replenishment lead times cause high variability in the process, so replenishments with the correct 

reorder quantity must be done on time to avoid stockout occasions. The goal was to minimize the costs 

by balancing the high penalty (or backordering) costs with the waste (or disposal) costs and 

replenishment (or setup) costs. 

Keywords: Sample, order fulfillment, workflow, storage location, reorder, replenishment, inventory 

management, supply chain management 
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III Management summary 
Eastman Chemical B.V. (Eastman) is a specialty chemical company, with one of its business units being 

Animal Nutrition. Eastman has business-to-business customers all over the world, operating with an 

intercontinental supply chain. In this research the sampling process of Animal Nutrition was 

investigated, because the customer demand for samples delivered from the EMEA (Europe, Middle-East, 

Africa) region did not meet the target service level of on time delivery. This had numerous different 

causes, including the lack of communication and problems occurring in the workflow, as well as the 

inventory management and replenishment strategies were causing problems. This was amongst other 

things caused by the uncertainty in the replenishment lead time, the minimum order quantity and the 

reorder strategy of a service provider that stores, repackages and sends the samples to the customer. 

The identification and definition of the problem formed the basis for the main research question: 

“What would be the best replenishment and supply strategy of Animal Nutrition samples for Eastman to 

help fulfilling the demand of the samples on-time to the customers, while optimizing the costs?” 

To be able to answer this main research question a literature study was done, and diagnosis and design 

sub research questions were created. The first research question was the description of the goal of 

sampling. In short, the main goal of the samples within scope is so customers can test certain products 

of Eastman and new business opportunities can be created. Subsequently, the workflow of the current 

Animal Nutrition sampling was described to identify the problems that occur. Followed by this was the 

measurement of the performance using the current set-up in terms of costs, on-time service level and 

other Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). To improve the process the design research questions were 

created. First, the workflow was improved to avoid communication errors. A flow chart was created to 

show the sequence of steps in the sample order fulfillment process. Second, the product portfolio was 

evaluated based on expected and historical demand. Third, with that standard product portfolio 

available for sampling in place, the optimal ship-from locations for those samples were determined 

using a model. Fourth, for the stock keeping of the samples reorder rules for inventory replenishment 

(comparable to a (s,Q)-policy) were simulated to be able to improve the KPIs while optimizing the costs. 

The main trade off was balancing the penalty, waste, and replenishment costs. Penalty costs were 

assigned based on missing out on new business opportunities when a sample is not delivered on time. A 

sample is delivered too late when demanded during a stockout occasion. Excessive stock left at the end 

of shelf life entails waste costs, and replenishment costs incur when bringing the sample material back 

on stock. Finally, some recommendations were given specifically to Eastman which KPIs to monitor 

considering the sampling process. 

The most important recommendations that Eastman should adopt in order to improve the Animal 

Nutrition sampling process are as follows: 

1. The new designed work flow to fulfill sample orders (presented in section 5.1) can be used to 

reduce the cycle time (lead time to the customer) on average with 2 days, from 10 to 8 working 

days on average. 

2. The order entry date, the original requested delivery date and the confirmed delivery date in the 

system must be updated (by the CSRs) to accurately measure the performance, because the 

data in SAP is found to be polluted and sometimes unreliable. With these dates accurately in the 

system the average cycle time or lead time to the customer can be determined. Furthermore, 

the lateness can be determined when considering the goal of delivering within two weeks to the 
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customer. When the original requested delivery date is also correctly filled out, the lateness of 

the sample can be determined even more accurate, because this date shows when a sample was 

promised to be delivered at the customer.  

3. In the future Eastman should track samples in Salesforce. Salesforce is a program with 

applications used for marketing automation and analytics. Using Salesforce, it would be more 

visible to see which samples generated new revenue and what percentage of samples generated 

new revenue. This percentage was estimated at 8.8%. When Salesforce is used, it is also more 

convenient for the sales department to follow up with the customer after the customer received 

a sample. Next to that it is possible to add which samples were sent with what purpose in 

Salesforce. In this way it is known what percentage or how many samples are sent with purpose 

of creating new business opportunities. 

4. Eastman should evaluate (for example yearly) which samples of the standard portfolio they 

want to have available on stock. It is important Eastman is critical regarding the products they 

want to keep available for sampling or testing. Some samples were not requested in 2018, while 

still being available on stock. These samples only increase the costs. Therefore, it is important 

that the standard portfolio with products that are available for sampling stays up to date. 

5. Eastman can use the ship-from location determination model presented in section 6.2 to 

determine what location is most cost-efficient to ship a sample from. The input needed to do 

this is the forecasted, expected, or historical sample demand for a certain product. Based on the 

results of this model a rule of thumb would be that if a sample is demanded at least two times 

per year, it is the most cost efficient to ship this sample from the sample facilitator. This can 

reduce the yearly costs by 38%. 

6. Eastman can use the simulation model or the cost-minimization tool created in Excel to 

determine the best reorder quantity and test what would be the KPIs with certain parameters. 

The simulation and tool are presented in section 6.3. To avoid stockout occasions a ‘safety’ 

replenishment lead time is calculated in section 6.3 that should be put in the system of the 

sample facilitator. By increasing the replenishment lead time in the system of the sample 

facilitator, replenishments will be done earlier so the risk of no stock available (causing the 

sample to be late to the customer) is minimized. Based on estimation this can increase the 

profits gained from sampling by 21%.  

7. The most important KPIs that Eastman can use to monitor the performance monthly are:  

- The number of samples shipped to customers per month. 

- The average lead time to the customer (cycle time), with standard deviation. 

- The percentage of samples shipped to the customer within two weeks. 

8. Eastman should keep track of the replenishment lead time to the sample facilitator. If the data 

about how fast Eastman can replenish the sample facilitator would be reliable, this can be 

updated in the cost minimization tool to improve the precision of outcome. Eastman should 

then evaluate if the replenishment lead time in the system of the sample facilitator is correct 

and update accordingly to minimize the costs.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 General company description 
The Master Thesis Project (MTP) is conducted at the company Eastman Chemical B.V., hereafter 

referred to as Eastman. Eastman Kodak was founded in 1920 by George Eastman in the southern United 

States in Kingsport, Tennessee, which is still the corporate headquarters. (Eastman history, 2019) 

Eastman started with the two major platforms Organic Chemicals and Acetyls. In the year 1994 Eastman 

Chemical Company became an independent publicly traded company and spun off from Eastman Kodak.  

Currently, Eastman produces a broad range of specialty materials that can be found in items people use 

every day. With these innovative products and solutions, the company tries to enhance the quality of 

life in a material way. Eastman is a globally inclusive, diverse and innovation-driven company that 

currently has 14500 employees across the world and is led by the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

Mark Costa. Eastman serves customers in more than 100 countries and in 2018 the company had a 

revenue of approximately 10 billion US dollars. (Eastman company profile, 2019) Furthermore, Eastman 

has more than 50 manufacturing locations around the world and many more sales offices. This MTP is 

conducted at the regional EMEA headquarters (Europe, Middle East and Africa) located in Rotterdam, 

the Netherlands. 

The structure of the company is as follows. Currently Eastman is organized around the four business 

segments: 

- Additives & Functional Products (AFP) 

- Advanced Materials (AM) 

- Chemical Intermediates (CI) 

- Fibers (FIB) 

 

In this MTP the focus is on the business segment AFP. AFP consists of the following businesses: 

- Adhesives 

- Animal Nutrition 

- Care Chemicals 

- Coatings & Inks 

- Crop Protection  

- Rubber Chemicals (also known as Tire Additives) 

- Specialty Fluids (& Energy) 

The focus of this MTP is on the sampling within the Animal Nutrition business segment. The supply chain 

organization of Animal Nutrition is presented in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1 Supply chain organization of Animal Nutrition 

Animal Nutrition is a relatively new and growing business of Eastman. The formic acid business of the 

company Kemira was taken over by Taminco in March 2014 and Taminco was acquired by Eastman in 

November 2014 to enlarge the product portfolio of food (Crop Protection) and feed (Animal Nutrition) 

products. Currently Eastman serves mainly as an indirect supplier to the Animal Nutrition feed market. 

There are a number of societal drivers that are creating needs within the animal nutrition industry for 

which Eastman is well placed to provide solutions.  

Firstly, increasing global demand for animal protein is creating an industry need for access to safe, cost-

effective feed.  To meet this need, Eastman is developing feed hygiene solutions and additives to 

improve animal performance. 

Secondly, pressure on available natural resources like water, and crops for feed, food and bioenergy, is 

creating an industry need for solutions to increase nutrient efficiency usage. To meet this need, Eastman 

is developing novel feed additives compatible with locally sourced raw materials/feed ingredients such 

as soy beans. 

Thirdly, demand for further reduction of the use of antibiotic growth promotors (AGP) is creating an 

industry need for solutions for AGP substitution. To meet this need, Eastman is offering smart organic 

acid combinations as a natural way to improve animal gut health and help reduce the need for 

antibiotics. 

These new solutions and ingredients are building out Eastman’s specialty portfolio on three sectors of 

focus serving pigs, poultry and ruminants: preservation and hygiene, drinking water applications and 

nutritional optimization and acidification. 
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To be able to grow in the Animal Nutrition market it is important that the sampling process is improved, 

so that the samples can be delivered on time to the customers and new business opportunities can be 

created. Furthermore, because feed market regulations are strict and competition is strong, it is 

important that samples are delivered on time to generate more new sales faster. 

The current sample set-up is challenging to manage, because of many different ship-from locations 

shown in Figure 2, as well as the number of different samples. 

 

Figure 2 Global Animal Nutrition ship-from locations 

The ship-from locations (global) consist of: 

- Eastman production sites (Oulu in Finland, Ghent in Belgium, Kohtla-Järve in Estonia and 

Longview & Kingsport in US) 

- Toll-manufacturing sites (A, B, C) 

- Warehouses (Ghent in Belgium and Shanghai in China) 

- Third-party sample service providers (sample facilitator) 

- Eastman and third-party laboratories  

 

Another overview per region of these ship-from locations is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Overview of ship-from locations 

To present the core of the sample order process in a simple way, a SIPOC diagram (Kothari, 2015) is 

shown in Figure 4.  
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Suppliers  Inputs Process Outputs Customers 

Who supplies the 
process inputs? 

What inputs are 
required? 

What are the major 
steps in the process? 

What are the 
process outputs? 

Who receives the 
outputs? 

- (Prospective) 
Animal Nutrition 
customers 
- Sales 
department 
- Customer 
service 
- Sample Central 
Site 
- Eastman 
production sites 
- Toll 
manufacturing 
sites 
- The sample 
facilitator 
 

- Customer data 
- Filled out sample 
request form 
- Master Safety 
Data Sheet 
- Samples 

- Filling out the 
sample request form 
- Checking sample 
request 
- Fulfill demand from 
stock or by 
production 
- Ship sample to 
customer 

- Orders in SAP 
- Sample 
deliveries to 
customers 

- (Prospective) 
Animal Nutrition 
customers 
- Eastman 
Laboratories 
- Third party 
laboratories 
- Warehouses 
- The sample 
facilitator 

Figure 4 SIPOC diagram of Animal Nutrition sample order process 

Different types of samples are considered that can be distinguished as follows: 

- Commercial small samples. A commercial sample is a sample of a commercial product shipped 

to an existing or potential customer for no charge. The samples usually have a quantity of 250 

mL, 500 mL, and 1000 mL (or grams). A customer can try or test these samples (usually in a lab). 

Keep in mind that for each different quantity of a sample there is a different GMN (Global 

Material Name) in SAP. 

- Trial sample orders. A trial sample order is a larger quantity sample than the small samples and 

is used for testing on a larger scale. For example, a production run scale or a farming scale. The 

quantity of these samples can vary from 20 kg bags or 25 L jerrycans to multiple containers of 

1000 kg or L. 

- Experimental or developmental samples. These samples are non-commercialized samples of 

new products/chemicals that are designed for new or existing markets. The samples can be sent 

to a customer, an Eastman laboratory or a third-party laboratory to test.  

- Pre-shipment samples. These samples are from a batch of material ordered by a customer. 

Before the material is shipped to the customer, the customer can test the product if it is within 

specifications. 

- Regulatory samples. These samples are samples from a batch being retained to comply to the 

law. To avoid legal issues samples of batches must be retained for 2 to 5 years. The regulatory 

samples can be tested when something was perceived wrong with the material from the batch. 
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- Tradeshow or marketing samples. These samples are given to potential customers at a feed or 

agriculture tradeshow for example. 

- Competitor samples. These samples are competitive products/chemicals that Eastman can 

evaluate in their own lab. 

- Complaints or returned samples. These samples are samples returned by customers when 

something is wrong with the product they received. 

The differences between the different types of samples are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 Summary of differences between different types of samples 

 Commercial 
small 
samples 

Trial 
sample 
orders 

Experimental 
or 
developmental 
samples 

Pre-
shipment 
samples 

Regulatory 
samples 

Tradeshow 
or 
marketing 
samples 

Competitor 
samples 

Complaints 
or 
returned 
samples 

Quantity 
in L or kg 

0.250, 
0.500, 1 

20 - 
5000 

0.1 - 1 0.1 - 1 0.5 - 1 0.1 - 1 Unknown Unknown 

For 
customer 
to test? 

Yes Yes Sometimes Yes No Yes No No 

To create 
new 
business? 

Yes Yes No No No Yes No No 

Shipped to 
customer? 

Yes Yes Sometimes Yes No No No No 

 

1.2 Research methodology 
The framework for this research is the regulative problem-solving cycle by Van Aken et al. (2007) shown 

in Figure 5.  

Evaluation and 
learning

Problem definition

Analysis and 
diagnosis

Solution design

Intervention Problem mess

 

Figure 5 Regulative problem-solving cycle by Van Aken et al. (2007) 
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The regulative cycle started by defining the problem. To be able to define the problem information was 

collected by engaging in conversations, doing interviews and performing historical data analysis. The 

current performance was measured based on historical data from SAP of 2018. Details on the data 

retrieval are described in Appendix B. Combining this information with knowledge gained from 

literature, an answer is sought on the diagnosis research questions. By using this method of data 

collection, and having multiple sources of information, it is possible to apply the principle of 

triangulation, which improves the quality of the research (Swanborn, 2009).  

The analysis started with a diagnosis question about the goal of sampling to understand why Eastman is 

using sampling. The second diagnosis sub question is the analysis of the current sampling process 

workflow. The third diagnosis sub question is analyzing the performance of the current sampling process 

and the demand for each product. Taking into account the knowledge gained from this question, the last 

diagnosis sub question about the performance of the current inventory control and replenishment 

strategy is answered. The answers to all diagnosis research questions conclude the analysis and 

diagnosis phase. 

All the retrieved information about the problems forms a problem mess. From the problem mess a 

cause-and-effect tree (shown in Figure 5) was created to describe and depict the problems occurring in 

the sampling process. With this problem description (section 3) kept in mind the scope of the MTP is set 

up. Using data analysis and consultation with the different stakeholders within Eastman, the types of 

samples considered in this research and the region of the sampling process are scoped. To determine 

the scope of the MTP, the cause-and-effect tree was colored (section 3.1). This was done to visualize 

what part of the solution design tackles which problems in the scope of this MTP. After the problem 

scope was defined, the main problem was stated in the problem definition. Based on the research 

objective, problem definition and problem scope, the main research question and the design research 

questions are defined. 

The main research question is answered by the answers to the diagnosis and design sub research 

questions. Section 2 contains the answers to the analysis and diagnosis research questions. The solution 

design in section 5 & 6 contains the answers to the design research questions. For the design questions 

it is most important that useful recommendations or solutions are presented to Eastman based on a 

thorough research of the problem. The design consists of two parts. The first part is about improving the 

workflow of the sample order fulfillment process and the second part is about optimizing the costs. The 

first part consists of the first design sub question. This question indicates what the improved future 

sampling process workflow should look like compared to the current sampling process flow. This realistic 

sampling process was created by collaborating with Eastman employees involved in workflow. The 

second, third, fourth and fifth design research question are about optimizing the costs. The second 

design question is about which samples of the Animal Nutrition product portfolio Eastman wants to 

keep available on stock. This standard product portfolio available for sampling was determined with the 

help of the product managers, considering expected and historical demand for the various products. The 

expected demand depends on which products Eastman wants to push to the market in the near future. 

The third design question is about comparing the ship-from locations (toll manufacturers, production 

sites or the sample facilitator) and determining what would be the best location to ship the samples 

from in the EMEA region. A cost comparison was made for the different ship-from locations. The fourth 

design question is about analyzing historical demand, gaining information on production lead times and 

simulating reorder rules of inventory to create a tool to improve the current strategy used for inventory 
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management and replenishments. For each individual product the tool can calculate the sample 

quantity that must be reordered to ensure the optimal costs. The tool uses the simulation model that 

considers, amongst other things, variable demand, variable replenishment lead times and shelf life of 

the samples. Eastman can use the flexible tool for determining how much stock is necessary when the 

expected demand for a certain sample is known. The last design sub question is about giving 

recommendations to Eastman about what data is necessary to monitor reliable KPIs to keep the 

sampling process in control. With the answers to all sub research questions, the main research question 

is answered. Useful recommendations and solutions are proposed to Eastman, which indicate the end of 

the MTP. When these solutions are accepted an intervention in the sampling process can be done within 

Eastman. If the redesign is implemented, it is important that Eastman keeps monitoring and testing the 

quality of the redesign, so the redesign can be evaluated. Learning from this evaluation is key to keep 

innovating and further optimizing the process. 

The knowledge gained from this research can hopefully contribute to the literature by filling in some 

gaps in the supply and replenishment strategy specifically for sample orders that create new business 

opportunities. 

1.3 Diagnosis research questions 
The diagnosis research questions are used to analyze the goal of sampling and the problems that occur 

in the sampling process. The diagnosis research questions are stated below. 

(1) What is the goal of sampling? 

(2) What does the current sampling process of Eastman in Animal Nutrition look like?  

(3) What is the performance of the current sampling process of Animal Nutrition in terms of lead time to 

the customer and on-time customer service levels based on historical demand?  

(4) What is the performance of the current replenishment and inventory control strategy of Animal 

Nutrition samples in terms of product availability and costs? 

The diagnosis research questions described above are answered in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 

respectively. 
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2. Sampling process analysis and diagnosis 

2.1 Goal of sampling  
The goal of sampling depends on the purpose and the type of sample. The different types of samples are 

summarized in Table 1 in section 1.1. The samples that are considered in this research are the trial 

samples and commercial small samples. These samples are commercialized products for Eastman or a 

customer to test, with quantities ranging from a production scale trial or small lab samples. The most 

important goal of these samples is to create new business opportunities. However, one must keep in 

mind that creating new business opportunities is not the only reason why sampling is important for 

Eastman.  

To see why samples are important, the business needs of the Animal Nutrition market are considered 

first. There are several societal drivers that are creating needs within the animal nutrition industry for 

which Eastman is well placed to provide solutions. These are described in the introduction in section 1.1. 

According to Johnson et al. (2010) the Animal Nutrition business can be placed in the growth part of the 

industry life cycle, since the revenue and profit is still increasing more every year. This industry life cycle 

is shown in Figure 6. The goal of the Animal Nutrition business is to sustain this growth as long as 

possible. 

 

Figure 6 The industry life cycle (Johnson et al., 2010) 

The five forces of Porter (Porter, 1991) that are typical in this situation do not entirely suit this situation, 

since the Animal Nutrition market exists for many years and the rivalry is not low. Additionally, the 

competition exists for many years and the buyer power is not weak and the threat of new entrants is 

not low. The power of the suppliers and the threat of substitutes is unclear. However, Eastman tries to 

diversify the Animal Nutrition product portfolio by creating solutions for the industry needs mentioned 

in section 1.1. The focus on the different industry needs with the product portfolio reduces the threat of 

substitute products. “Diversification involves increasing the range of products or markets served by an 

organization” (Johnson et al., 2010) Palich et al. (2000) showed that, to enable the business to perform 
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the best, a related limited diversification is optimal since the performance diversification relationship 

tends to follow an inverted U-shape (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Diversity and performance (Palich et al., 2000) 

To diversify the Animal Nutrition business, the product differentiation within the product portfolio is 

also key, which is described by Fahy & Jobber (2015) as “the process of distinguishing products from 

others”. This is to make products more attractive to a target market and involves not only the 

differentiation of products of competitors, but also of Eastman’s own products. The standard product 

portfolio available for sampling is discussed in section 6.2.  

According to Fahy & Jobber (2015), to create value for the targeted customers it is important to have a 

good market segmentation, targeting of the customer, product differentiation and positioning in the 

market. The market segments of the new solutions that Eastman provides are still blue oceans (Kim & 

Mauborgne, 2014) where competition is low, and Eastman can gain in market share. This is different to 

the red ocean part of the animal nutrition industry where the competition is intense, and the industry is 

already well defined. Providing samples helps the sales department with selling products to new 

targeted Animal Nutrition customers, so those customers can test and try the sample to see if it is a 

solution to use in the products they produce. Therefore, samples play a key role in being able to grow 

the Animal Nutrition business. If the samples are not delivered on the time promised it is common sense 

that customers are not satisfied with this. When the customers are unsatisfied with the on-time delivery 

of the sample it is more likely that new sales are lost. According to Woodruff (1997) customer 

satisfaction and delivering customer value has a positive effect in gaining a competitive advantage. In 

this case Eastman brings value to the customer if the sample is delivered on time. If that customer also 

requested a sample from a competitor of Eastman and that competitor cannot deliver the sample on 

time, this gives Eastman a competitive advantage. The other way around is also possible, so it is 

important that Eastman performs better than the competition in delivering samples on time to the 

customer. 

Furthermore, samples are important, because of the industry’s strict feed market regulations. Each 

country has their own feed market regulations and for each company that produces animal feed 

products it is important that the toxicity of the raw materials used to produce these feed products are 

thoroughly tested. 

To summarize, the three most important goals of sampling in this research are the following:  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj4r6zMgZnjAhUMLlAKHbXSDy8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.slideshare.net/StratMgtAdvisor/sm-lecture-six-corporate-strategy-and-diversification-15980325&psig=AOvVaw3o00B9HlxRGbBTjAYPR69d&ust=1562252329915092
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- Create new business opportunities for growing the Animal Nutrition business 

- Beat the competition in selling products to the industry needs 

- Comply with the industry’s strict feed market regulations  

As defined in the scope of section 3.1 two types of samples are considered in this research: Commercial 

small samples and trial samples. The goals of these different type of samples are explained briefly 

below. 

2.1.1 Goal of commercial small samples 
The commercial small samples are the samples that the sales representative recommends to the 

potential animal nutrition customer, so they can test it in a lab. The potential Animal Nutrition 

customers and the different products of Eastman’s product portfolio are known beforehand by the sales 

representative. The sales representative can assess which Eastman products are most suitable for the 

customer to use and improve their product. The sample can be seen as Eastman’s introduction to the 

customer. For the customers the samples are often new products and the task of the sales 

representative is to spread, recommend and sell the usefulness of the products. This targeting of the 

customer fits the diffusion of innovation theory as described by Crawford & Di Benedetto (2015). 

Providing a sample to the customer affects the speed at which they adopt the Eastman product. Five 

factors influence the speed at which a customer will adopt a new product according to the classic 

diffusion theory of E.M. Rogers (1995), originating from the first edition in 1962. The five factors are as 

follows: 

1. Relative advantage of the product. The commercial sample can show how the Eastman product 

is superior to competitor product solutions it competes against. 

2. Compatibility of the product. The commercial small sample can show how the Eastman product 

is compatible to the products currently produced by the customer. 

3. Complexity of the product. The commercial small sample can help with the understanding of the 

usage of the Eastman product for their own product. 

4. Trialability of the product. This is the purpose of the commercial small sample, so the customer 

can easily test and try the Eastman product. 

5. Observability of the product. The commercial small sample can show how the Eastman product 

is beneficial for the customer. 

2.1.2 Goal of trial samples 
The trial samples are meant for larger scale tests than a lab. This can be a production run done on a 

farming scale, or a smaller trial by feeding 10 pigs or 20 chickens for example. The trial samples are to 

show how the products are produced or what the effects are on the animals for example. It is important 

that the material of these samples is available, because if testing is delayed this delay can cause sales 

losses or delay of sales as described by Crawford & Di Benedetto (2015). Crawford & Di Benedetto 

(2015) also describe that testing is important to show if the product meets the customer needs and if 

the quality of the product can be assured. Of course, for the customer their production using the 

Eastman raw material should go as expected and the product must have the correct effect on the 

animals. If this is not the case, the customer will not buy bulk quantities of that product. 
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2.2 Current Animal Nutrition sampling process flow 
The goal of this section is to show the flaws that occurred in the sampling process workflow used before 

the start of this project. To start off, a flow chart of the sampling process was created to visualize the 

problems in the process. This sampling process is an order fulfillment process (OFP). According to Lin & 

Shaw (1998) the time from order receipt to the delivery to the customer is referred to as the order 

fulfillment cycle time. As Eastman does not have influence on the actual delivery (by for example DHL) 

when processing the sample request, only a part of the cycle is in control of Eastman. In that case the 

cycle ends when the order is confirmed to be delivered to the customer. The order fulfillment cycle time 

is also referred to as the customer lead time or the cycle time in this research.  

The current sample process flow chart in Figure 8 is the process flow before any improvements were 

made. It was made based on conversations, feedback and information of the Eastman employees 

involved in the process. This way of visualization with the tasks in the swimming lanes per resource gives 

good insight to the parties involved on who performs which task in which order. Although this is not an 

automated workflow this can be compared to a Workflow Management System (WfMS), because this 

workflow is also a predefined schema, only not automatically allocated to the resources by a computer 

system. The research of Reijers, Vanderfeesten & Van Der Aalst (2016) shows that the completion time 

(the time of arrival of a case and its completion) can be tremendously reduced by using a WfMS. In this 

research the goal is to reduce the cycle time or customer lead time and that is why this flow chart helps 

in understanding the process flow and indicating where the problems in the process occur. The most 

important problems in the process are indicated with a red explosion.  

CENSORED 

Figure 8 Current sample order fulfillment process of Animal Nutrition with indicated problems 

The process is described as follows. The first explosion occurs immediately at the start of the process. 

This indicates the problem that no standardized process flow is present for the creation of a new Global 

Material Name (GMN). Additionally, the ship-from location of the sample is unknown. A decision should 

be made beforehand if the new GMN should be stocked at the sample facilitator or a production site. 

The second explosion indicates the problem that occurs when the sample requestor (often sales 

representative) fills out the sample request form. This often goes wrong, because data about the 

customer or sample (GMN or BMAS code) is missing. When this information is missing the CSR 

(customer service representative) must contact the requestor (sales representative) to retrieve the 

correct information. If the sample request is ok the customer data must be in the system. If this is not 

the case, customer master data is created. The third explosion is the product manager’s approval, which 

is necessary for the sample request. The process stops or is delayed until the product manager gives the 

approval. After the approval is given, the sample order is entered on the (SIMS) Sample and Indirects 

Management System website. The Sample Central Site checks automatically against the Master Safety 

Data Sheet (MSDS) if the customer is a customer Eastman does business with. A denied party or a 

customer from a country Eastman does not do business with cannot receive a sample. After the check 

the sample order must be approved for the process to continue. If this is not the case the process stops. 

The order from the SIMS website is transferred automatically into SAP. Then the CSR can perform 

changes and remove (shipment) blocks if data is not correct. After this the CSR makes the decision from 

which location the sample is shipped, which is either a production site or the sample facilitator. The CSR 

can check if the material is available on stock to send to the customer or not. If not, the sample material 
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must be replenished to the sample facilitator or produced. The fourth explosion is the email that the 

sample facilitator must send to the CSR to make a replenishments product. The email was either sent to 

the wrong email address or no one of the customer service department fulfilled the order, because roles 

and responsibilities were not clearly defined. The fifth explosion is the prioritization of the CSRs to make 

replenishments for the sample facilitator. Some CSRs do not immediately fulfill the replenishment order, 

because other regular orders are prioritized. The sixth explosion is the delay caused by the 

replenishment lead time to the sample facilitator. On the one hand the replenishments from the toll 

manufacturers to the sample facilitator cannot be fulfilled immediately, because the toll manufacturers 

do not keep inventory and make the Eastman material to order. On the other hand, it is unclear if the 

reorder strategy of the sample facilitator is done correctly. When a sample is backordered, that means 

ordered when out of stock, this causes an enormous delay in customer lead time. The replenishment 

lead time is long and has a high variability (shown in section 6.3). After production and replenishment of 

the sample material is done, the sample is shipped to the customer. When the sample is shipped from a 

production site the CSR confirms the shipment to the customer and when the sample is shipped from 

the sample facilitator the CSR is notified about the shipment to the customer by the sample facilitator. 

The confirmed delivery is transferred automatically in SAP when the carrier (for example DHL, UPS or 

FedEx) is delivering the sample. The seventh explosion indicates that there is no confirmation sent to the 

sales department. The sales department does not receive feedback on the delivery of a sample. This 

feedback information is essential for the sales representatives to be able to follow up with the customer 

after a sample is delivered to be able to create new business opportunities. 

2.3 Current performance of Animal Nutrition process in customer perspective 
The goal of this section is to show the performance of the Animal Nutrition in terms of lead time to the 

customer. The total performance for all regions combined is shown in Table 2. The average customer 

lead time, also known as the order fulfillment cycle time, has a high coefficient of variation, especially 

for the customer samples. Almost a quarter of the samples are delivered late to the customer. 

Furthermore, the data of the average customer lead time of the replenishments is unreliable. The actual 

average customer lead time of the replenishments should be at least a month on average in 2018, 

because this is the average time it takes for the toll manufacturing sites to replenish the sample 

facilitator. These replenishments were not correctly recorded in SAP. The main cause of this is that the 

replenishment order emails were sent to the wrong email address. The CSRs did not see the 

replenishment orders and the replenishment orders were entered a lot later in the system than when 

the replenishments were made. This was not recorded in SAP.  

Table 2 Total performance of all samples shipped from all regions 

2018 Total Customer samples  Replenishments  

Number of sample orders 223 166 57 

Average customer lead time 10.91 11.55 9.09 

Standard deviation customer lead time 12.94 14.08 8.31 

Coefficient of variation 1.19 1.22 0.91 

Percentage of sample shipped within 2 weeks 76.47% 75.09% 77.19% 
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2.3.1 Performance per ship-from region 
The possible ship-from regions for the Animal Nutrition samples are the NA (North America), the AP 

(Asia-Pacific) and the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) region. The sales volume for Animal 

Nutrition per region in 2018 is divided as stated in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9 the EMEA region 

accounts for the largest volume of sales. For the ship-from locations of the samples the EMEA region is 

also the largest region. The division between the samples shipped from each region in 2018 is shown in 

the circle diagram of Figure 10. In 2018 223 samples were shipped worldwide according to the data 

retrieved from SAP.   

     

Figure 9 Circle diagram of sales volumes in 2018 

 

 

Figure 10 Circle diagram of division of samples shipped to each region 

Samples shipped from NA region  

Every sample shipped from the NA region is shipped from the US according to the data of 2018. Most of 

the samples with ship-from location USA are N-Butyric and Propionic Acid samples. Furthermore, some 

experimental samples (not within scope), CC70 samples and CC75 samples are shipped from the USA, 

but these samples all go to domestic customers or a site of Eastman located in the USA. According to the 

product manager the samples shipped from the USA to a USA customer are delivered within 2 weeks, 

while for intercontinental shipments it takes approximately 2 to 3 weeks to deliver a sample to the 

customer. These lead times to the customer are perceived as acceptable and there is no perceived 

problem in the sample process for the samples shipped from the USA. These statements were true 

according to the data in SAP. This means no changes are necessary in the process for the samples 

shipped from the USA. In 2018 from all 223 Animal Nutrition samples 66 have ship-from country USA. 

This is approximately 30% of the sample orders. Of these 66 US sample orders, 29 go to Eastman 

themselves (for different purposes) and 37 to a customer. Of the samples going to a customer, 19 of 37 

(51%) go to a customer within the USA, and 18 are going to a customer outside of the USA. For the 

samples sent to the customers within the US 100 percent of the samples are delivered within 10 

calendar days to the customer (from order entry to confirmed delivery). The samples shipped from the 

USA to another country are all intercontinental shipments to Asia and Europe. 100% of these samples 
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are delivered to the customer within 15 to 23 calendar days. This is approximately two to three weeks, 

which means the statements of the product manager are true. Concluding from this analysis the 

samples shipped from the NA region are left out of scope, because no problems were found according 

to the data analysis and the perception of Eastman. 

Samples shipped from AP region 

Every sample shipped from the AP region is shipped from China according to the 2018 data. Most of the 

samples shipped from China are ProGIT samples with an older name (Kemira). Next to that two Mould 

Control samples are shipped from China. In 2018 of the 223 samples only 16 were shipped from China 

(Shanghai), which is approximately 7% of the orders. From the 16 sample orders 10 are going to a 

customer (63%). The lead time to the customer (from order entry until confirmed delivery) of these 

samples is at most 10 calendar days. This is considered acceptable and these sample orders are 

therefore left out of scope. 

Furthermore, 10 Choline Chloride samples are shipped from the Yixing production site. However, data 

about this production site is not recorded in SAP. The samples shipped from Yixing are not included in 

Table 2. No problems were occurring with delivering these samples to the Chinese customers according 

to the data. Therefore, the samples shipped from the Yixing plant in China are left out of scope. 

Since there is no perceived problem with the samples shipped from the AP region these samples are left 

out of scope. 

Samples shipped from EMEA region 

From the 141 samples shipped from the EMEA region, there are 31 samples (22%) that take between 15 

to 140 days. These 31 samples have an average customer lead time of 29 days, while only 3 of those 31 

samples are intercontinental shipments.  

The EMEA region is the largest region (where most samples are shipped from) and is the region with the 

problems in the sampling process, so logically this is the region within scope.  

The data from SAP of the samples from the region in scope (EMEA) was retrieved as described in the 

Appendix B. 121 samples are within the scope of this project and these can be split into the commercial 

small customer samples and the trials. The demand for commercial small samples occurs randomly and 

most trial orders are planned well in advance. The historical data with summarized statistics of the 

samples shipped from the EMEA region is shown in Table 3. For the trial samples there is only one order 

that took 38 days to fulfill, the rest of the trial orders were fulfilled within two weeks. Keep in mind that 

for the trial samples it is less important that the necessary material can be shipped within two weeks, 

because the trials are often planned. The only important thing is that the material is available before the 

start of the trial. Regarding the small samples, 22 orders took more than 14 days ranging from 15 to 140 

days, with an average of 31.55 days and a standard deviation of 29.41. Keep in mind that the statistics in 

Table 2 and Table 3 from SAP are measured in calendar days including weekends.  
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Table 3 Performance of customer samples in the EMEA region 

2018 All customer sample EMEA Small samples EMEA Trial samples EMEA  

Number of sample orders  121 102 19 

Average customer lead time 12.05 12.73 8.42 

Standard deviation customer 
lead time 

16.04 17.03 8.15 

Coefficient of variation 1.33 1.34 0.97 

Percentage of samples shipped 
within 2 weeks 

80.99% 78.43% 94.74% 

 

To answer the fourth research question about the current performance of the Animal Nutrition sampling 

process, it was necessary to abstract and simplify the process described earlier in Figure 8 in section 2.2. 

The delays in the cycle time could have many reasons, but to see in which main steps of the process 

these problems occur a helicopter point of view was taken. This was done via creating an IDEF-0 chart 

shown in Figure 11. As described by Bernus et al. (1998), an IDEF-0 chart is a conceptual modeling 

method for building models of activities of an enterprise. For this research the IDEF-0 concept is a useful 

way to show all the activities in the process. In the IDEF-0 chart the highest aggregation level is A0: the 

fulfillment of the sample order. The input on the left is the arrival of the order and the output on the 

right is the confirmed delivery. The process ends when the chosen carrier (DHL, FedEx or UPS for 

example) has the sample and starts shipping it to the customer. The transportation by the carrier to the 

customer is out of Eastman’s control and responsibility. The arrows to the top include the control 

variables that Eastman can influence and the arrows to the bottom include the resources or mechanisms 

necessary to perform the action. The IDEF-0 chart in Figure 11 includes a time indication for how much 

time each of the steps takes. From the performance measured in SAP this is approximately 12 calendar 

days. Based on quantitative analysis and qualitative input from Eastman employees it takes on average 

approximately 10 working days to fulfill a sample order. If all samples orders would be fulfilled within 10 

days there would be no problem, because the goal is to fulfill all sample orders within two weeks. To 

reach this goal, the average cycle time with its standard deviation should be reduced. To get a grasp on 

what can happen in different situations, section 2.3.2 shows different scenarios of the sample order 

fulfillment process. 
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Figure 11 IDEF-0 chart of Animal Nutrition sampling process 

2.3.2 Sample order fulfillment process scenarios 
In Table 4 below, multiple scenarios are created to show how much time each of the main steps in the 

process can take. In Figures 12-14 these scenarios are shown in a graph. In the book of Hopp & 

Spearman (2011) Little’s law is used, where WIP (Work In Progress) is calculated by throughput rate 

times cycle time. This law is used to calculate a worst case, best case and practical worst case. This idea 

was used as inspiration to set up the scenarios for the sampling process. In this way it is possible to show 

a time window in which the minimum, maximum and average length of each step are illustrated. Using 

this, it can be seen which steps have the highest impact or could take the longest in relation to the total 

cycle time of the sample order fulfillment. The IDEF-0 chart in Figure 11 corresponds with the process 

steps in Table 4. The only difference is that “perform checks” of the IDEF-0 chart is split into step 

number 4 and 5 in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Scenarios of Animal Nutrition sample order fulfillment process 

Process step (in working days) Best 
Case  

Best 
Case 
stacked 

Worst 
Case 

Worst 
Case 
stacked 

Average 
Case 

Average 
Case 
stacked 

1 Fill in sample request form 
correctly 

0.1 0.1 7 7 1 1 

2 Approval from product manager 0.1 0.2 3 10 1 2 

3 Enter order on SIMS website 0.1 0.3 7 17 1 3 

4 SCS performs necessary checks 
and approves sample request 

0.1 0.4 2 19 0.5 3.5 

5 CSR removes possible blocks 0.1 0.5 2 21 0.5 4 

6 Process order 0.5 1 30 51 3.5 7.5 

7 Confirm shipment to customer 1 2 7 58 2.5 10 

SUM 2 
 

58 
 

10 
 

 

The ideal scenario is the best case scenario shown in Table 4 and Figure 12, where the main steps in the 

process (step 1 until 6) are done sequentially on the same day. That is why 0.1 days is taken for some of 

the steps in the best case scenario. The main goal of the sample process is to deliver the sample to the 

customer within two weeks, which is the case on average. However, when looking into more detail it is 

shown that approximately 22% of samples takes more than two weeks to deliver from the EMEA region 

(Table 3). The total length of the average case scenario is based on the data in Table 3 converted from 

calendar to working days. 

When every step would be delayed this is worst case scenario. The worst case scenario shows how much 

time each of the steps can take maximally. This shows what can happen when a sample is not on stock, 

information is missing, miscommunications occur etc. The delay can have numerous causes. All sources 

of uncertainty and problem causes are listed in Appendix A. A sample that is not on stock causes the 

largest delay. It can take weeks or months to produce or replenish a product and if this happens it is 

guaranteed that the sample arrives too late (not within 2 weeks) at the customer. In this scenario 30 

days (6 weeks) was taken to put the replenishment lead time in perspective. Relative to the other steps 

it takes a lot more time to replenish a sample when it is out of stock. The replenishment lead time is 

especially long for the products produced by the toll manufacturing sites. the sample facilitator 

repackages the product as a sample and sends it to the customer. As shown in Table 6 and Figure 13 it 

can take 58 working days (almost 12 weeks) in the worst case scenario to ship the sample to the 

customer. 
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Figure 12 Best case scenario 

 

Figure 13 Worst case scenario 

 

Figure 14 Average case scenario 
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2.4 Performance of current replenishment and inventory control strategy of Animal 

Nutrition samples in terms of costs and product availability 
The goal of this section is to estimate the costs involved in 2018 for shipping the samples from each 

possible storage location. In section 6.2 a model is created to determine the best ship-from locations per 

product to reduce the yearly costs. This section also shortly considers availability problem of the 

samples per ship-from location. In section 6.3 the inventory management and the replenishments to the 

sample facilitator are investigated in depth.   

2.4.1 Cost estimation analysis for ship-from locations 
According to Wouters et al. (2012) there are three primary reasons to estimate the costs:  

1. To manage costs. 

2. To make strategic and operational decisions. 

3. To plan and set standard. 

The first challenge is to identify the activities that cause costs, the second challenge is the relation 

between costs and their causes, and the third challenge is to manage that the activities cause those 

costs. In this research we make use of a combination of two cost estimation methods described by 

Wouters et al. (2012). These are the account analysis method and the engineering method. The account 

analysis method follows three steps: 

1. Identify the objects for which costs need to be estimated. 

2. Gather cost and cost-driver amounts for each time period. 

3. Compute the average-cost driver rate. 

The goal of the cost estimation is to see how much the costs can be reduced when the ship-from 

locations for each of the samples is optimized. The costs and cost-driver amounts are gathered by 

looking at the invoices of 2018 and beginning of 2019, the price list of the sample facilitator and the 

freight rates. This is done with the help of the supply chain team lead, the sample facilitator and the 

invoice verification department of Eastman. The costs consist of freight costs and the sample 

preparation costs. The material costs are not taken into account, because the material has the same 

costs regardless of the location it is shipped from. The price is very low compared to the other costs 

involved. A 1L sample costs approximately 1 euro, which is negligible compared to the freight costs. The 

inventory or holding costs can also be ignored, since the production plants of Ghent and the sample 

facilitator have thousands of liters in tanks available. When taking 1L samples of those tanks the holding 

costs are negligible. the sample facilitator does not charge for inventory separately, but this is already 

calculated in their sample preparation charges per sample.  

To calculate the costs the formulas presented below are used. The costs and number of samples differ 

per ship-to region i and per ship-from location j. 

fij ∶= Average freight costs,     for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 

 pij ∶= Average preparation costs,   for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 

fij + pij = aij ∶= Average costs,    for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 

sij ∶= Number of samples shipped,   for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 
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sij × aij = tij ∶= Average costs for all samples shipped, for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 

∑ ∑ tijji = Total average costs,     for i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3 

An overview was made for the 102 commercial small samples shipments from the EMEA region in 2018, 

to display from which location to each region the samples were shipped (Table 5). the sample facilitator 

is the most important third-party. In 2018 the sample facilitator kept 32 products of the product 

portfolio on stock and they handle a large portion of sample requests (36% of the samples shipped from 

the European region). According to the 2018 data from SAP, one sample was shipped directly from the 

Eastman Kohtla-Järve production plant in Estonia. For an unclear reason the wrong shipping point was 

put in the data, because after cross checking data from the sample facilitator this sample was shipped 

from the sample facilitator. For five samples produced by the toll manufacturers in the Netherlands it 

was the same. These five samples were shipped from the sample facilitator according to the sample 

facilitator data, while the 2018 SAP data of Eastman contained that these samples were shipped directly 

from the toll manufacturer (Figure 3). These samples do not influence the outcome of this research, 

because the setup for these products is not changed when calculating the cost reduction of the changed 

ship-from locations in section 6.2. 

Table 5 Commercial samples shipped from each location to each region 

EMEA customer 
samples 

From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent 

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

102 53 6 43 

To EMEA 33 3 29 

To NAR 6 0 2 

To AP 14 3 11 

To LAR 0 0 1 

The freight costs differ per region where the sample is shipped to. That is why the costs are categorized 

per region in Table 6.  

Table 6 Average freight cost for shipping from each location to each region in euros 

Average Freight Costs From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent  

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

To EMEA 241.32 65.53 47.16 

To NAR 415.90 42.77 71.84 

To AP 380.18 89.15 128.50 

To LAR 380.18 89.15 130.71 

The average freight costs per region (Table 6) were calculated by using invoices where an Animal 

Nutrition or comparable sample was shipped from either Oulu, Ghent, or the sample facilitator to a 

certain country. For the ship-to regions mostly the same countries in that region were used to calculate 

the average freight costs for each ship-from location. For shipping from the sample facilitator the 

average freight costs for shipping to the NAR (North American Region) & LAR (Latin American Region) 

are calculated based on invoices of products that can be compared to Animal Nutrition products, since 

only one Animal Nutrition sample has been shipped to the LAR and only two to the NAR in 2018. The 
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LAR average costs are close to the average costs of shipping to the AP (Asian Pacific) region. For shipping 

from Oulu and Ghent to the LAR no invoice data was available, because no Animal Nutrition were 

shipped to that region and no invoice data was available for comparable samples. The assumption was 

made that the costs for shipping to the LAR are approximately the same as for shipping to the AP region. 

This assumption does not affect the total average costs or cost reduction, since these average costs 

(Table 8) are multiplied with the zeroes of Table 5. 

Sample preparation costs must also be added. Labor costs are involved for repacking the amount of 

product to a sample in the correct bottle size ordered. Administrative costs are involved for processing 

the sample order and putting on the right labels and information on it. This also depends on the rules 

and regulations of the country where the sample is shipped to. The sum of packing costs, packaging 

costs, labor costs, administrative costs and hazardous material charges form the sample preparation 

costs. Sample preparation costs are a lot lower for the sample facilitator, since they are a service 

provider whose core business is to repack and send samples to customers. The sample preparation costs 

of the sample facilitator are based on sample charges, including hazardous material charges in invoices. 

These charges were correct based on the price list of the sample facilitator for Eastman. For estimating 

the sample preparation costs the engineering method of Wouters et al. (2012) was used. This method 

first measures the work involved in the activities that happen for that go in a product and then assigns a 

cost to those activities. In this case this is the preparation of a sample, where the time necessary is 

estimated by the quality managers of the labs Ghent and Oulu. The costs to prepare one sample were 

also assigned by them, based on labor costs per hour of the employees preparing the sample. The 

results are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 Average sample preparation costs in euros 

Average Preparation Costs From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent  

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

To EMEA 90 72 20.46 

To NAR 90 72 20.46 

To AP 90 72 20.46 

To LAR 90 72 20.46 

 

Summing the freight costs and sample preparation costs the average costs per sample can be calculated. 

This is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 Average costs per sample in euros 

Average Costs  From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent  

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

To EMEA 331.32 137.53 67.62 

To NAR 505.90 114.77 92.30 

To AP 470.18 161.15 148.96 

To LAR 470.18 161.15 151.17 
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To estimate the total costs of the samples shipped in 2018, the samples sent in 2018 of Table 5 are 

multiplied by the average costs per sample in Table 8. The estimated total costs of 2018 are shown 

underlined in Table 9. 

Table 9 Average total costs for the 2018 Animal Nutrition samples in euros 

Total Average Costs From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent  

From the 
sample 
facilitator  

SUM 

To EMEA 10933.56 412.59 1960.98 13307.13 

To NAR 3035.4 0 184.6 3220 

To AP 6582.52 483.45 1638.56 8704.53 

To LAR 0 0 151.17 151.17 

SUM 20551.48 896.04 3935.31 25382.83 

The costs and number of trials in 2018 are not considered in this research, because these have no 

relation with the costs and performance for the trials in 2019 or 2020. Most trials are planned well in 

advance by Eastman. As mentioned before only 19 trial sample orders were shipped from the EMEA 

region in 2018. 

2.4.2 Process time per ship-from location and sample availability 
The costs are however, not the only important criterium. The process time per ship-from location is also 

important. For the commercial samples of 2018, the different ship-from locations can process the 

sample order within a certain time period summarized in Table 10. 

Table 10 Process time per ship-from location 

 Oulu Ghent The sample facilitator 

Time needed to 
process sample order 

3 days 4 days Within 2 days (48 hours) 

The samples of the standard product portfolio (discussed in section 6.1) shipped from Oulu and Ghent 

do not need to be replenished. Thousands of liters of these products are available in tanks in Oulu and 

Ghent. A small sample can be taken whenever needed, so the assumption is made that for the samples 

shipped from Oulu and Ghent stock is always available. For the sample facilitator this is not the case. the 

sample facilitator must be replenished with sample material by the different production sites and toll 

manufacturers. The list of products that the sample facilitator should have had on stock in December of 

2018 is shown below in Table 11. The supplier for the two products on hold did not extend their contract 

with Eastman, so for these products no replenishment was possible. From Table 11 it becomes clear that 

14 of 32 products are on stock at the sample facilitator. This means approximately 44% of products at 

the sample facilitator were available to ship to a customer. This was because the replenishments could 

not be fulfilled on time by the toll manufacturers or production sites of Eastman. The data is polluted 

with products that were confirmed delivered in SAP, while the sample facilitator was waiting for 

replenishment of the product by Eastman, so they could ship the product to the customer. It is uncertain 

if the measured performance shown in Table 2 and Table 3 is reliable. This cannot be checked with the 

data of the sample facilitator, because the data provided by the sample facilitator was incomplete, 

caused by the sample facilitator replacing their old operating system with a new one built inhouse. The 

reorder strategy of the sample facilitator is simulated in section 6.3 to check if the sample facilitator 

replenishes on time. Nevertheless, Eastman is not bound to the replenishments made by the sample 
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facilitator and can send material to the sample facilitator whenever necessary. In 2018 the sample 

facilitator used a reorder quantity for 6 months of demand, which is done for all products with a shelf 

life of more than one year. However, this is not the quantity that Eastman replenishes to the sample 

facilitator. The quantity requested per year for each sample is low. For most samples the demand is 

between 0 and 15 kg or L per year. However, the minimum order quantity or the minimum packing size 

that Eastman replenishes the sample facilitator with is 25 kg or L. The challenge is to balance the 

replenishment costs to the sample facilitator with the waste costs and penalty costs for backordering. 

Section 6.3 investigates replenishments, reorder quantity and inventory management more in depth.  

Table 11 Animal Nutrition products kept on stock by the sample facilitator in December of 2018 

AVAILABILITY December 2018 

0 P1 

1 P2 

1 P3 

1 P4 

0 P5 

0 P6 

0 P7 

1 P8 

1 P9 

0 P10 

0 P11 

0 P12 

0 P13 

1 P14 

0 P15 

0 P16 

1 P17 

0 P18 

1 P19 

0 P20 

0 P21 

0 P22 

0 P23 

1 P24 

1 P25 

0 P26 

0 P27 

1 P28 

1 P29 

1 P30 

1 P31 
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0 P32 

14 32 

 

3. Problem description 
In section 2 the analysis was done for all diagnosis research questions. In the analysis section numerous 

problems were identified. These problems cause uncertainty in the on-time delivery of the sample 

orders in the sampling order fulfillment process of Animal Nutrition. The result of this is that sample 

orders are fulfilled with a delay, which increases the lead time to the customer. When samples are not 

delivered on time to the customer, new valuable business opportunities can be lost. All problems and 

sources of uncertainty before changes were made in the process are listed in Appendix A. From all the 

problems and uncertainties a cause-and-effect tree was created shown in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15 Cause-and-effect tree of the problems occurring in the sampling process of Animal Nutrition 

A detailed explanation on each box in Figure 15 is described in Appendix A. The most important 

problems from Figure 15 can be clustered. Boxes 6, 10, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27, 28, 35, 38, 41 are related 

to the problems that occur with current workflow used in the sample order fulfillment process. The 

problems in the workflow cause the average lead time to the customer to increase resulting in late 

sample orders. A part of the delay in the workflow was caused by the old sample request form. Filling 

out the sample request form was not straight forward. Mistakes were made and information was 

missing. Boxes 1, 7, 13, 14, 21, 28, 38, 41 are related to the sample request form. Another issue was the 

different ship-from locations of the samples. The costs for the different ship-from locations were 

unknown. Beside the ship-from locations it is not clear which products of the product portfolio should 

be available for sampling in the first place. When the product portfolio available for sampling is clear, 
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the most cost-efficient ship-from location should be determined for each sample. Boxes 2, 3, 8, 16 are 

related to the different the ship-from locations. The inventory management and reorder strategy are 

also important in optimizing the costs. The challenge for this part is to balance the penalty costs (for 

backordering), waste costs and replenishment costs. Boxes 2, 4, 9, 11, 15, 22, 26, 28, 30, 31, 37, 38, 39, 

40, 41 are related to the inventory management and replenishments. The last part of problems that can 

be clustered are about the data management of Eastman. If Eastman wants to improve, it is important 

to measure the performance with reliable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Boxes 23, 24, 25, 26, 32, 

33, 34, 37, 40 are related to the data management of Eastman. 

3.1 Problem scope 
As shown in the cause-and-effect tree in Figure 15 numerous causes can increase the lead time to the 

customer. As shown in the analysis in section 2 the most important cause of delay is a sample out of 

stock. When a sample is backordered, this causes a major increase in customer lead time and the sample 

cannot be delivered within two weeks to the customer. This leads to unsatisfied customers and loss of 

new valuable business opportunities. It is of utmost importance that replenishments are done on-time, 

so the demand for the sample orders can be fulfilled on time. 

As investigated in section 2.3.1 the EMEA region is the region with the problems and therefore the 

region within the scope of this research. 

The different types of samples (Table 1) which are in scope of this project are shown Table 12 below. 

The focus is of the MTP on the commercial small samples and the trial sample orders. The samples 

within scope are the ones that create new business opportunities. This contributes to the goal of the 

Animal Nutrition business to grow discussed in section 2.1. Experimental or developmental samples are 

left out of the scope, because those do not directly contribute to new sales. The products are not yet 

commercialized and sold to the market. The pre-shipment samples are left out of scope, because these 

samples are shipped to customers for analysis before they receive a batch. The pre-shipment sample 

does not have the goal of creating new business opportunities, because large quantities of the product 

are already ordered by the customer. Regulatory samples (also known as retainer samples) are out of 

scope, because these are only kept for regulatory purposes for 2 to 5 years. Furthermore, tradeshow 

and marketing samples have the purpose of creating new business opportunities. However, the 

tradeshow events are planned well in advance and the samples are not requested through the same 

workflow process. Tradeshow samples are not shipped to the customer, which is why they are also left 

out of scope. Competitor samples requested by Eastman are left out of scope, because those are not 

Eastman samples. At last, complaints or returned samples are samples Eastman receives, and for that 

reason left out of scope.  

Table 12 Samples within scope of the MTP 

Sample type within scope Sample type out of scope 

Commercial small samples Experimental or developmental samples 

Trial sample orders Pre-shipment samples 

 Regulatory samples 

 Tradeshow or marketing samples 

 Competitor samples 

 Complaints/Returned samples 
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To solve the problems in the sampling process the design is split into two parts. The first part tackles the 

problems that can be solved by improving the workflow. The second part of the design is about cost 

optimization. For the cost optimization part four separate design questions are created. The first 

question is about which products from the standard product portfolio should be available for sampling. 

The second question is about which location each of the sample should be shipped from. The third 

question is about the inventory management and the replenishment of the samples. The fourth 

question is about which Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Eastman should measure to determine the 

performance of the sampling order fulfillment process in a reliable way. The design research questions 

are described in section 3.3.2. 

In Figure 16 the colored cause-and-effect tree is shown. The colored cause-and-effect tree shows the 

focus of the solution design within this MTP. The problems that are tackled by the first part of the design 

are colored in green. The problems that are tackled by the second part of the design are colored in red. 

The problems that are tackled by both design parts are colored in orange. The boxes in orange are the 

core issues of this research. 

 

Figure 16 Colored cause-and-effect tree with the focus of this MTP 

3.2 Problem definition 
The problem is that the way in which sample order requests are fulfilled using the current sampling 

process for Animal Nutrition affects the company’s ability to deliver the sample orders shipped from the 

EMEA region on time to the customer. 

3.2.1 Research objective 
The research objective is divided into the goal in the research and the goal of the research. The goal in 

the research is the analysis of the problems used to develop solutions that solve these problems. The 

goal of the research is to provide a description of recommendations and a designed solution for 
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Eastman that will solve the defined problems in the sampling process of Animal Nutrition. This will help 

Eastman to improve the sampling process in such a way that the percentage of samples delivered to the 

customer on time is increased and the lead time to the customer is reduced.  

3.3 Research Questions 

3.3.1 Main research question 
From the problem definition the main research question can be derived: 

What would be the best replenishment and supply strategy of Animal Nutrition samples for Eastman to 

fulfill the demand of the samples on-time to the customers, while optimizing the costs?    

This main research question is going to be answered using the sub questions. The sub questions are 

divided in diagnosis and design sub questions. The diagnosis research questions are stated in section 1.3. 

The design research questions are stated below in section 3.3.2. 

3.3.2 Design research questions 
(5) How should the current sampling process flow of Animal Nutrition be changed to create the 

preferred sampling process flow and what does the improved sampling process for the future look like?  

(6) Which products used for sampling of the Animal Nutrition product portfolio should be kept on stock 

in alignment with the business strategy for future demand?  

(7) Where should the Animal Nutrition samples be stored, handled and packaged and by whom?  

(8) How should the replenishment and inventory control strategy of the Animal Nutrition product 

portfolio be adjusted to improve the on-time customer service level and optimize the costs? 

 (9) Which Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) should Eastman use to monitor the performance of the 

future sampling process and what data management changes are necessary to accurately measure 

those KPIs?  
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4. Relevant literature 
To answer the design research questions a literature study was done during the Master Thesis Project 

(MTP) (De Jong, 2019). The aim of this literature study was to search the existing literature and find 

papers with similar problems to this MTP. Valuable information was extracted from the papers and 

books studied to help answering the design research questions. 

As described in the problem description of section 3, the solution design of this MTP consists of two 

parts. The first part is about improving workflow and the second part about cost optimization. Section 

4.1 elaborates on what makes the problems with the sample orders in this MTP different from the 

existing problems in the literature. This is the literature gap. In section 4.2 the literature findings are 

described. This section shows the link between the literature and the problems of Eastman, and 

summarizes how the literature is going to contribute in answering the design research questions. The 

literature used to help solving the problems is explained per research question in section 5 and 6.  

4.1 Description of sample orders 
The sample orders in this research are orders that customers receive from Eastman for no charge. No 

inventory management literature could be found about stock keeping units (SKUs) that are sent to 

customers for no charge, with the purpose of creating new business opportunities. Samples are also 

different from the regular Eastman orders, because of the size. A sample is usually a bottle of 250 mL, 

500 mL or 1L while the regular orders that Eastman sells to customers usually have a quantity of more 

than one container of 1000 liters. The material cost of 1 sample is small, approximately 1 euro per liter, 

depending on the product. Furthermore, the Animal Nutrition products are perishable and have a shelf 

life of 2 years. The products are not sent to customers for testing anymore after 1.5 years. Therefore, 

the actual shelf life is 1.5 years. This is different from a lot of researches about products with a shorter 

shelf life. Most literature discusses products with a shorter shelf life. For example, in the food industry 

products can have a shelf life of 1 week. Besides that, the demand per year for the products in food 

industry is a lot higher. The challenge in this research is that the demand for samples is 0 to 15 liters per 

year, while the minimum reorder quantity is 25 liters for an Eastman product. Given the shelf life of 1.5 

years and the minimum reorder quantity of 25 liters, sample material will be left over at the end of the 

shelf life resulting in waste costs.  

For the cost optimization part, the decisions that must be made first are: which samples must be 

available on stock and where does Eastman want to have these samples on stock. After the product 

portfolio available for sampling and the best ship-from locations are determined, the inventory 

replenishment strategy must be optimized. Eastman can choose to outsource the stock keeping of the 

samples or not. A sample facilitator currently stocks a large portion of the sample material and repacks 

into the demanded quantity. The optimal reorder quantities and the best replenishment lead times in 

the system must be optimized to minimize the costs. The replenishment lead times for the products 

produced by the toll manufacturers are on average 29 days. When a sample is backordered, this causes 

the sample to be late. Sales are lost because of late orders and therefore a penalty cost must be 

included. In addition to the waste costs and penalty costs, there are replenishment costs. This 

combination of costs makes the optimal reorder quantity calculations in this research different from the 

existing literature. Almost every model takes into account the holding costs, while these costs can be 

neglected in this case. 
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4.2 Literature findings 
To tackle the problems in the first part of the solution design different types of literature can be used. 

To improve the workflow of the sample order fulfillment process literature about the job performance 

of the people involved is needed. Campbell et. al (1993) was the first to distinguish three determinants 

that influence job performance. This literature is useful in explaining why a sample request process flow 

helps with the understanding of fulfilling the sample orders. Job crafting literature (Peeters, De Jonge, & 

Taris, 2014) and the Job Demands-Resources model by Bakker & Demerouti (2014) are also useful in 

explaining how the process can be improved. How this literature is used is described in section 5.1.1. 

Not only individual performance, but also team performance between performing interdependent tasks 

is important (Swezey, & Salas, 1992). Furthermore, literature is necessary on how the cycle time of the 

sample order fulfillment process can be shortened. According to Krishnan, Eppinger & Whitney (1997) 

parallelizing and overlapping steps in the process can be done to shorten the cycle time. In ‘t Veld (2010) 

also provides good insight on how to improve business processes. Finally, goal setting of the cycle time 

is effective in inducing maximum performance according Mesmer-Magnus & Viswesvaran (2007) and 

Landy & Conte (2013). 

To tackle the problems in the second part of the solution design the literature used can be split per 

research question. In the first question (section 6.1) the standard product portfolio available for 

sampling must be determined. To answer this question the book by Johnson et. al (2010) in combination 

with assortment planning research of Van Ryzin, & Mahajan (1999) is used to determine which products 

should be removed from the portfolio. In the second question (section 6.2) the ship-from locations for 

each of the samples from the standard sample portfolio must be determined. Eastman can decide to 

outsource the stocking and shipment of samples. To determine if outsourcing is a good option the book 

by Van Weele (2014) helps in explaining the relation between buyer and seller. The most important 

reason for outsourcing is the costs. Yao, Zhou and Zhuang (2016) described a similar problem. In their 

model a decision must be made at the beginning of a selling season where to stock materials amongst a 

set of locations. The sample material reorder quantity is part of the third question (section 6.3). When 

the location is known, one product one location analysis (De Kok 2002) of the inventory level over time 

using the corresponding reorder policy can be applied. An analysis of the optimal reorder quantity can 

be done by using research of Atan (2017). Furthermore, the replenishment lead times in the system 

must be determined. In the fourth question (section 6.4) it is important to measure suitable Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs). According to Van Weele (2014) assuring quality in the process comes with 

a cost, but measuring the performance is necessary to improve and save costs.  

All literature mentioned in this section is used in the corresponding design research questions.  
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5. Solution design part one 
The first part of the solution design is about the improvement of the workflow of the sample order 

fulfillment process. 

5.1 Improved Animal Nutrition sampling process flow  
To begin this section, literature is discussed about the importance of visualizing the sample order 

fulfillment process flow. Next, the changes and the improvements made in the workflow are explained.   

5.1.1 Literature 
According to Campbell et al. (1993) there are three determinants that influence job performance: 

Declarative Knowledge (DK), Procedural Knowledge and Skill (PKS) and Motivation (M). DK is the 

understanding what is required to perform a task: knowing information about the job or task. The 

improved sample request process flow helps to understand what is necessary to fulfill a sample order, 

which improves the DK of the people involved in the process (customer service representatives, product 

managers and sales representatives). This can positively influence their job performance.  

The changes in the process are all examples of job crafting. “Job crafting is a job redesign approach that 

organizations can use to improve the jobs of their employees.” (Peeters, De Jonge, & Taris, 2014) In this 

case the tasks that need to be performed are shaped via a bottom-up approach by the employees 

working together to fulfill the sample requests. When considering job characteristics in the Job 

Demands-Resources model (Bakker & Demerouti, 2014) there are three job crafting behaviors that can 

be distinguished: 

1. Resources seeking 

2. Challenges seeking 

3. Demands reducing 

The new sample request form shown in Appendix C is a resource that reduces the demands, because the 

form prevents that more communication is necessary to retrieve the correct information.  

5.1.2 Explanation of changes and improvements 
Compared to the old workflow of sample requests, this workflow starts with a procedure for ordering or 

adding a new GMN to the list (Figure 17). If no new product is ordered the next step is filling in the new 

sample request form. To avoid mistakes or missing information a lot of improvements have been made 

compared to the old sample request form. A screenshot from Excel of the new sample request form is 

added in Appendix C. When the requestor provides the correct information to the CSR the process 

continues and the CSR does not have to ask for additional information. Handling the sample request is a 

team process. As shown in research by Swezey & Salas (1992) team performance (handling the sample 

request as fast as possible) heavily depends on effective communication when the tasks are 

interdependent. This includes the exchange of proper information. Improving the sample request form 

improves the exchange of proper information, which reduces the cycle time of the process.  

If a new product is ordered or a new GMN must be created, this is done by the data master coordinator. 

After that the product manager determines if this product or GMN should be stocked at the sample 

facilitator or a production site. The product manager also communicates this to the sample facilitator 

when the product is stocked there. In that case, sample material must be replenished and shipped to 

the sample facilitator. 
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The next big change is the approval of the product manager. This step is considered as time-consuming 

by Eastman and delays the process. To reduce the cycle time the product manager only receives a 

notification of the sample order while the process continues. This overlapping of activities can reduce 

the cycle time of the process if the downstream activity (processing the sample request) does not need 

to wait for the upstream activity (approval of the product manager) (Krishnan, Eppinger, & Whitney, 

1997). The notification to the product manager is in parallel with the next steps in the process. In this 

way the approval of the product manager is not necessary anymore for the process to continue. The 

way in which the product manager can cancel the sample order is designed using the method of 

intervention by In ‘t Veld (2010). This intervention is a cancellation of the process that can be done 

anywhere in the process within 24 hours after the notification of the sample request. This 24 hour limit 

is set to avoid that the product manager wants to cancel the sample request after it is already being 

shipped to the customer.  

While the product manager notified, the ordered is entered in the system by the CSR. The reason why 

the requestor does not immediately put the sample request on the SIMS website, is that the requestor 

could be somebody that is not a salesperson. It could be that this requestor does not have access to the 

Eastman system. To keep everything clear and centralized, the CSR fills out all the sample requests on 

the SIMS website. Another reason is that the sample request form in Excel is easier and faster to fill out 

than the one on the SIMS website, because Eastman wants to avoid an increase in workload for the 

sales department. Besides, to fill out the sample request form internet access is needed. The sales 

representatives travel a lot, so it is more practical for them to fill out the latest version of the sample 

request form in Excel than via the SIMS website. 

The next change is that the sample request form can be updated on the share point of the form. When a 

new order size of a sample or a new GMN is added, the sample request form must be updated. 

Additionally, it could be put in the sample request form if a GMN is out of stock. In this way the sales 

representative would know beforehand if the sample is out of stock and therefore cannot be delivered 

within two weeks to the customer. 

The last change in the work flow is that the sales representatives and CSRs receive feedback of the 

carrier about the shipment of the sample to the customer. The customer can also receive order tracking 

information if requested. 

The complete detailed flowchart of the new sampling order fulfillment process is shown in Figure 17. 

CENSORED 

Figure 17 Complete flowchart of improved sample order fulfillment process including exceptions 

To make the sampling process clearer, a basic visualization of the process was also created (Figure 18). 

This visualization of the process does not contain all the exceptions that can occur. The basic sampling 

process consists only of the steps how the process should go in most cases. This basic flowchart also 

includes the timeline in working days on which all the steps should be performed. The goal set is to 

process the sample order within 8 working days. Setting this goal is effective in inducing maximum 

performance (Mesmer-Magnus & Viswesvaran, 2007). By setting the goal of 8 working days the workers 

in the process are more likely to give 100% effort in attaining the goal, instead of the workers only 

putting in, for example, 70% effort before the goal was set (Landy & Conte, 2013). When the delivery is 

confirmed it could take a couple more days before the carrier delivers the sample at the customer 
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depending on the ship-to location of the sample. The confirmed delivery is put in the system when the 

carrier is going to deliver the sample to the customer.   

CENSORED 

 

Figure 18 Basic visualization of Animal Nutrition sampling process including a timeline 
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6. Solution design part two 
The second part of the solution design consists of four parts. First, the standard product portfolio 

available for sampling is determined. Second, the optimal ship-from locations for each of the samples 

within the portfolio are determined. Third, for the ship-from location the sample facilitator the 

inventory management of the samples is optimized. This includes the replenishment of sample material 

to the sample facilitator. Fourth, the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that Eastman should measure 

are recommended. 

6.1 Standard product portfolio Animal Nutrition  
To begin this section, literature to determine the product portfolio available for sampling is discussed. 

Next, the portfolio is introduced. After the introduction of the portfolio, the changes made to the 

portfolio are discussed. 

6.1.1 Literature  
For the products in the portfolio there are two main corporate strategy directions. In Figure 19 the 

strategic growth matrix or Ansoff matrix (Ansoff, 1987) is shown. The Animal Nutrition products all serve 

the existing animal nutrition markets, with existing and new products. The goal of market penetration 

(sector A) is to increase the market share in existing markets with the current product range (Johnson et 

al. 2010). The goal of sector B in the matrix of Figure 19 is product development: deliver modified or 

new products to the existing Animal Nutrition markets.  

 

Figure 19 Ansoff Matrix according to Johnson et al. (2010) adapted from Ansoff (1987) 

To determine which products of the product portfolio should be removed, the demand and the sales of 

the products were investigated. Also, the demand for the samples of these products was considered. 

Based on the growth share (or Boston Consultancy Group) matrix (Figure 20) the products that are 

identified as “dogs” should be cut from the standard product portfolio available for sampling (Johnson 

et al., 2010). The demand for these “dogs” is usually declining and/or very low.  
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Figure 20 Growth share matrix as shown in Johnson et al. (2010) 

 

6.1.2 Description of the standard sample portfolio 
As stated by Eastman, the product portfolio of Animal Nutrition consists of the following three main 

applications:  

1. Preservation and hygiene  

2. Drinking water application 

3. Nutritional optimization and acidification 

To determine the products that should be part of the product portfolio, the main applications were 

considered as a way for grouping the products. However, no pattern showed in the demand data for the 

samples. The demand for the samples is discussed further in section 6.3.  

At the start of this project, the standard product portfolio contained 80 different products which could 

be sampled and shipped to a customer. Table 13 consists of all products of the product portfolio 

available for sampling in 2018. However, the scope of this research is aimed at the samples supplied 

from the EMEA region. For that reason, the demand for the samples coming from the Yixing (39-41), St. 

Gabriel (36) and Kingsport & Longview (55-75) plants is not included in Table 13. The total demand of 

102 commercial small sample orders shipped from the EMEA region in section 2.3 corresponds to the 

number of samples in Table 13. 

Table 13 Standard product portfolio available for sampling including 2018 demand 

Product 
number 

Number of 
orders 2018 

Total quantity ordered 

1 1 500mL 

2 2 1.5L  

3 1 5L 

4 0 0L 

5 0 0L 

6 0 0L 

7 1 500mL 

8 1 1L 

9 0 0L 
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10 0 0L 

11 0 0L 

12 0 0L 

13 0 0L 

14 0 0L 

15 0 0L 

16 0 0L 

17 0 0L 

18 0 0L 

19 4 8L  

20 1 5L  

21 1 500mL 

22 3 4.5kg 

23 2 6L 

24 0 0L 

25 0 0L 

26 1 1kg 

27 1 1kg 

28 8 72.1kg 

29 0 0L 

30 0 0L 

31 2 2L 

32 5 1.75kg 

33 6 5.75kg 

34 1 0.6kg 

35 7 15kg 

36 - - 

37 10 60.4L 

38 1 2L 

39 - - 

40 - - 

41 - - 

42 0 0L 

43 0 0L 

44 0 0L 

45 10 7.5L 

46 1 1L 

47 3 2.5L 

48 6 14.5L 

49 5 5.75L 

50 0 0L 
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51 2 11L  

52 6 35L 

53 1 1L 

54 4 3.5L 

55 - - 

56 - - 

57 - - 

58 - - 

59 - - 

60 - - 

61 - - 

62 - - 

63 - - 

64 - - 

65 - - 

66 - - 

67 - - 

68 - - 

69 - - 

70 - - 

71 - - 

72 - - 

73 - - 

74 - - 

75 - - 

76 1 5kg 

77 0 0kg 

78 1 1kg 

79 0 0kg 

80 3 8L 

TOTAL 102  

 

The products (9, 13, 25, 29) from Table 13 were identified as “dogs”. Therefore, these samples are 

removed from the product portfolio.  

Declining or low sales were not the only reason to remove a sample from the product portfolio. For 

some products there are substitutable products in the product portfolio that are (according to Eastman) 

more convenient for the customers to buy (Van Ryzin, & Mahajan, 1999). Having this variety in the 

assortment did not have any added value according to Eastman for one product (8). That is why product 

(8) from Table 13 was considered unnecessary and removed from the sample portfolio 
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Another reason for deleting some products from the product portfolio is that a supplier of Eastman 

ended their contract with Eastman. For these products there is no production samples available 

anymore. Accordingly, these samples are removed from the portfolio (14-18, 78, 79).  

Only one sample within scope was added (81) to the standard product portfolio. This product already 

existed but was not available for sampling in 2018.  

All the changes described above to the product portfolio of Table 13 resulted in Table 14. Table 14 

shows the small commercial sample portfolio within scope, consisting of 44 products available for 

sampling. 

Table 14 Standard product portfolio available for sampling of samples within scope 

Product 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

27 

28 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

37 

38 

42 

43 
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44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

76 

77 

80 

81 

 

For the trial sample orders there is no standard product portfolio. For new or existing products, trials are 

most of the time planned beforehand. The quantity demanded for trial samples is larger than the 

commercial sample sizes and can differ a lot in size per order (Table 1). Before the planned trial starts, 

the material necessary is ‘made to order’. When comparing the small commercial samples (102 in total) 

and the trial sample orders (19 in total), the number of trial sample orders is much lower. The trial 

samples are slow-moving, non-standard orders and should not be made to stock but made to order 

(Adan, & Van der Wal, 1998). 

6.2 Ship-from location determination 
For the samples within scope of the product portfolio in Table 14, each ship-from location needs to be 

evaluated to determine the best stocking locations for Eastman to fulfill customer demand. In section 

6.2.1 literature used to explain the buyer seller relationship between Eastman and the sample 

facilitator. The core of this research is about the small samples, so the determination of the ship-from 

locations for the small samples is discussed extensively in section 6.2.2. The best ship-from location for 

the 2020 trial samples is shortly discussed in section 6.2.3.  

6.2.1 Literature 
The sample facilitator provides a service. The classification of the service can be done by using the 

purchasing portfolio approach (Van Weele, 2014). The purchasing portfolio is identical to the Kraljic 

portfolio (Kraljic, 1983). The Kraljic matrix is shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Kraljic matrix (Kraljic, 1983) 

The samples can be classified as a type of product based on the Kraljic matrix (Figure 22). Samples have 

a low financial impact and a low supply risk, which means that based on the Kraljic matrix the sample 

facilitator handles routine products. Typically, routine products have a small value per item. The 

handling costs per item are more than the material costs of the item itself. This is the case for the 

samples.  

The Dutch Windmill (Figure 22) helps in analyzing the buyer-seller interdependence between Eastman 

and the sample facilitator (Van Weele, 2014). The Dutch Windmill can be used to explain the perspective 

of the sample facilitator with Eastman as the seller. 

 

Figure 22 The Dutch Windmill (Van Weele, 2014) 

As described above the samples are routine products for Eastman. For the sample facilitator shipping 

samples is their core business. According to the Dutch Windmill, the sample facilitator has the best 

interest in maintaining the relationship and their strong position. To decide if outsourcing the sample 

shipments is a good option, the outsourcing matrix (Figure 23) can help with making that decision (Van 

Weele, 2014). 
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Figure 23 Oursourcing matrix according to Van Weele (2014) 

The strategic importance of delivering samples is not the core business of Eastman. Competencies of 

providing the samples to the customers by Eastman themselves yields no competitive advantage. 

According to the outsourcing matrix (Figure 23) outsourcing the shipment of samples to the sample 

facilitator seems like a good option for Eastman, but first the quality of the sample facilitator needs to 

be assured. The performance of the sample facilitator is checked in chapter 6.2.2. 

6.2.2 Small samples 
The overview of ship-from locations for the small samples within scope is shown in Figure 24.  

 

Figure 24 2018 setup of ship-from locations small samples within scope 
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Considering the current sample setup of the small samples within scope of Table 15, there are three 

location options to ship samples from. These are Oulu, Ghent and the sample facilitator. Samples can be 

directly shipped to the customer via a lab at the production plants of Oulu and Ghent and can be 

indirectly shipped to the customer from the sample facilitator (Figure 24).  

The options for shipping the products directly from the production plant in Estonia or directly from the 

toll manufacturers were also investigated. However, shipping samples from these locations is not 

possible, since these plants or manufacturers do not have the capability to store or ship the samples. 

The reasons for this are that storing the samples takes space (which is not available) and that sending 

the samples out to the customers is too much work. Trained staff is necessary to repack or produce the 

samples. Labelling the samples and putting the right documentation with the samples is time consuming 

and costs labor force. For each country the sample is shipped to, the rules and regulations are different. 

Especially when using air freight, the rules and regulations are very strict. the sample facilitator has the 

expertise to do this, since repacking and shipping samples is their core business. Also, the sample 

facilitator has the warehouse to store the products. The option for shipping the small commercial 

samples from an Eastman owned or external warehouse was also investigated. Again, Eastman would 

need to have all the capabilities repack and ship the samples with the correct labelling in this 

warehouse. Training, labor force, space and handling the samples would be very expensive for Eastman 

compared to outsourcing the process to the sample facilitator.  

To assure the quality of the service provided by the sample facilitator, the performance of 2018 was 

measured. In total, 43 samples were processed by the sample facilitator in 2018. According to the 

available data provided by the sample facilitator, all samples were shipped within 48 hours (after order 

arrival) to the customer, when the sample was on stock. Considering this information, the sample 

facilitator complies to the service level agreement (SLA) agreed by Eastman and the sample facilitator. 

However, in 20% of sample orders the sample material was out of stock. These sample orders were 

backordered, because the sample material must be replenished before it can be sent to the customer. It 

is partly Eastman’s job to replenish the sample facilitator in time. The replenishments from Eastman to 

the sample facilitator are investigated in section 6.3. Besides the great performance, the sample 

facilitator has the lowest costs in handling and shipping the sample order. When only the lowest 

possible costs are considered, this is taking the transaction costs approach (Van Weele, 2014). In 

conclusion, the sample facilitator is a better option an Eastman owned or external warehouse for 

shipping the small commercial samples. 

To determine where the products should be stocked and shipped-from, a simplified model was made 

based on idea of Yao, Zhou & Zhuang (2016) about joint initial stocking and transshipment. In their 

paper a decision is made at the beginning of a selling season where to stock amongst a set of stocking 

locations, which fulfill customer demand. Samples can be directly shipped from Oulu or Ghent, or 

sample material can be shipped from Oulu or Ghent to the sample facilitator and then to the customer. 

Shipping from Oulu or Ghent to the sample facilitator is the replenishment or transshipment costs. The 

cost per sample by shipping to the customer from the sample facilitator is lower, however the sample 

facilitator must be replenished with material on stock. A ship-from determination model is made to 

calculate the Break Even Point (BEP) or threshold. The BEP or threshold indicates how many samples 

must be shipped from the sample facilitator to the customer before it becomes beneficial to ship the 

samples from the sample facilitator considering the total costs. The products that are considered in this 
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model are the products in Table 15. The other products of the standard portfolio in Table 14 are left out 

of Table 15, because for those products the supply location is fixed.  

Table 15 Considered products for determining best stocking locations 

Number k Group 
(g) 

Orders in 
2018 (N) 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 1 2 

3 3 1 1 

4 4 1 0 

5 5 1 0 

37 6 2 10 

38 7 2 1 

43 8 3 0 

44 9 3 0 

45 10 3 10 

46 11 3 1 

47 12 3 3 

48 13 3 6 

49 14 3 5 

50 15 3 0 

51 16 4 2 

52 17 4 6 

53 18 4 1 

54 19 4 4 

76 20 5 1 

77 21 5 0 

80 22 3 3 

81 23 3 0 

 

Furthermore, the (freight) costs depend on heavily on which region the sample is shipped to. Therefore, 

for each product the probability per ship-to location was calculated. To calculate this probability, the 

products in Table 15 are grouped, because of the low demand per product. The grouping is done based 

on information by Eastman about the type of product. The probabilities per product group of shipping to 

each region are presented in Table 16.  
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Table 16 Probabilities of shipping to each region 

Pg(i) Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

To 
EMEA 

1.0000 0.7273 0.2857 1.0000 1.0000 

To NAR 0.0000 0 0.2143 0.0000 0.0000 

To AP  0.0000 0.2727 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 

To LAR 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 

Model 

For each group the threshold (as defined above) is calculated. Using the calculated threshold, the ship-

from locations with the lowest costs are determined per product group. For comparison to the total 

costs in section 2.4, the same average costs per sample shipped to the customer are used (Table 8). For 

the setup costs, the practical worst case was assumed which means that every product is shipped 

separately for a setup cost to the sample facilitator. The setup costs consist of the sum of the 

replenishment costs from Oulu or Ghent to the sample facilitator and the costs for changing the product 

set-up at the sample facilitator. The replenishment costs of sending material from 0 to 250 kg per truck 

from Oulu to the sample facilitator are €280.00 euros. The costs of sending material from 0 to 250 kg 

per truck from Ghent to the sample facilitator are €67.67 euros. The replenishment costs were retrieved 

with the help of the logistics planning and invoice verification team in Eastman.  

Table 17 shows the definition of each of the variables in the ship-from location model. 

Table 17 Variable definitions of ship-from location determination model 

Variable Definition 

i Region number 

j Location number 

g Product group 

aij Average costs for shipping a sample to region i from location j 

sj Setup costs from location j to the sample facilitator 

Pg(i) Probability of shipping to region i per group g 

Nk Number of orders per product k 

Zg Threshold number of orders per group g 

 

The threshold Z per group g can be found by solving the following equation: 

Zg × ∑ Pg(i) ×

i

 aij = sj + Zg × ∑ Pg(i)  × ai3

i

 

The results for each threshold are shown in Table 18. More details on the calculation of the threshold 

per group are given in Appendix D. 

Table 18 Thresholds per group 

 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

Z 1.14 1.62 0.92 1.14 1.14 
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The thresholds for Group 1, 4 and 5 are the same, because all samples in those groups were only 

shipped to the EMEA region. In Figures 25, 26 & 27 the thresholds (or BEPs) are visualized by the 

intersections between the lines. If the number of orders (N) of product (k) in group (g) is above this 

threshold Zg then it more cost efficient for the sample to be stocked at and shipped from the sample 

facilitator. 

 

Figure 25 Thresholds visualized for group 1, 4 and 5 

 

Figure 26 Threshold visualized for group 2 

 

Figure 27 Threshold visualized for group 3 

Results 

The products of Table 15 that need to change the supply location according to the model are shown in 

Table 19. Exceptions on the model are k=2,15,18. K = 2 is a Finnish product that has only been shipped 

to Finnish customers. The freight costs would be less than the average costs in the model when shipping 

the product directly from Oulu. Therefore, it is better to keeping sampling this product from Oulu. K = 15 

a product that is already set-up for sampling at the sample facilitator, and material is already available at 
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the sample facilitator. It makes sense to keep this set-up for now, even if the product was ordered zero 

times in 2018. Wasting material and changing set-up would be costlier. K = 18 is a product that could 

also be shipped from another location in Germany or England, which would be cheaper than from Oulu. 

It would be cheaper to sample it from the sample facilitator than from Oulu this way.  

Table 19 Products for which the sample the ship-from location should be changed to a new supply location according to the 
model 

Number k Group 
(g) 

Orders in 
2018 (N) 

2 2 1 2 

45 10 3 10 

46 11 3 1 

47 12 3 3 

48 13 3 6 

49 14 3 5 

50 15 3 0 

51 16 4 2 

52 17 4 6 

53 18 4 1 

54 19 4 4 

80 22 3 3 

 

The improved allocation of each sample to each ship-from location is shown in Table 20. Note that some 

samples for k = 6 were shipped from directly from Ghent, while it would have been cheaper when all 

samples for k = 6 were shipped from the sample facilitator. This change is also made in new setup 

presented in Table 20. Multiplying the average shipping and preparation costs of Table 10 with the 

number of samples shipped from each location to each region in Table 20 yields the new total average 

costs which are shown in Table 21. The cost calculations are the same as in section 2.4. 

Table 20 Optimal setup for ship-from locations in 2018 

EMEA customer 
samples 

From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent 

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

102 12 4 86 

To EMEA 11 1 53 

To NAR 0 0 8 

To AP 1 3 24 

To LAR 0 0 1 
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Table 21 Minimal costs using optimal ship-from locations 

Total Average Costs From 
Oulu 

From 
Ghent  

From the 
sample 
facilitator 

SUM 
 

To EMEA 3644.52 137.53 3583.86 7365.91 
 

To NAR 0.00 0.00 738.40 738.40 
 

To AP 470.18 483.45 3575.04 4528.67 
 

To LAR 0.00 0.00 151.17 151.17 
 

SUM 4114.70 620.98 8048.47 12784.15 
 

Changing setup costs 
   

3001.20 906.60     
15785.35 13690.75 

 

Comparing the total costs underlined in Table 21 to the total costs underlined in Table 9 of section 2.4 

shows that the new setup would have reduced the total costs by €9597.48 in the practical worst case, 

which is a cost reduction of approximately 38% per year. Practical worst case means that all 10 products 

for which the sample setup is changed are shipped separately to the sample facilitator. When the 

products from group 3 and group 4 (k = 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 & 22) are shipped 

consolidated to the sample facilitator the cost reduction would be greater. The total costs by using the 

consolidation are shown italicized in Table 21. The italicized costs would yield a costs reduction of 

€11692.08, which is a cost reduction of 46%. 

6.2.3 Trial samples 
A cost comparison was made of the different ship-from locations for the costs of trials that will happen 

in 2020. It is known for which products trials will be done and how much material is needed in 2020. 

Since the trials are planned well in advance, the demand and quantity needed in storage is fixed. 

Eastman prefers all the products necessary for the trials consolidated in 1 warehouse. Most trials will 

occur in various countries in Europe and some trials will be done in the USA. The freight costs differ for 

each country. For that reason, the costs are compared per (ship-to) country and per (ship-from) 

warehouse. The options to store the samples were external warehouses, the toll-manufacturers A and 

B, and the sample facilitator. The cost comparison is shown in Appendix H. The costs for all 5 options 

were perceived very close by Eastman, because in total between 20 and 100 bags or cans will be 

necessary for the trials. The costs were not the only driver to choose the best ship-from location. The 

toll-manufacturers A and B did not have the desired storage capabilities and the capabilities to send the 

materials to the customers. That left three options: the sample facilitator and the two external 

warehouses. the sample facilitator was preferred over the external warehouses, because the costs can 

rise for an external warehouse when products on a pallet are split, creating the possibility that Eastman 

is charged separately with labelling and handling costs per bag or canister. In the cost comparison only 

the handling costs for handling a pallet inbound or outbound are considered. The pros to use the sample 

facilitator are as follows: 

- Capabilities to ship the trial samples within 48 hours, including the correct documents/labelling. 

- Eastman is not charged separately for inventory costs, while /the sample facilitator has more than 

enough storage space. 

- Reduction in workload (including administration), since the sample facilitator does the booking of the 
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carrier/shipment and handling of the freight invoices. 

- Reduced freight costs for Eastman, because the sample facilitator has better freight rates. 

The only con is that high waste costs per liter are involved when excessive material is stored at the 

sample facilitator. Waste costs are involved when material is expired. 

The costs for the sample facilitator could be reduced when a price for samples of 25L would be 

incorporated in the contract, because this is the standard size trial sample quantity that will be needed 

for the trials. Concluding, the sample facilitator is the best ship-from location to store the material for 

the planned 2020 trials. 

6.3 Inventory replenishment strategy 
In this section the inventory control of the samples is discussed. First, theory is introduced to explain the 

reorder strategy that was used in 2018. Second, the simulation model is formulated. Third, the costs 

involved are determined. Fourth, the results of the simulation are analyzed. Finally, the insights and 

solutions for Eastman are summarized. 

For the different ship-from locations there is a different inventory replenishment strategy. For the 

products sampled from the production site in Ghent and in Oulu the assumption is valid that there is 

always stock available. This was explained in section 2.4.2. For the products sampled from the sample 

facilitator this is different. the sample facilitator has limited stock keeping and a replenishment strategy. 

Backordering occurs when demand arrives when the samples for a product are out of stock. 

6.3.1 Reorder strategy of the sample facilitator 
In short, the reorder strategy of the sample facilitator is based on four elements: The average total 

weight shipped daily, the shelf life of the product, the expiration date of the product and the lead time 

to replenish the product.  

The basic criterion for reordering is: 

“If the number of days of supply available (based on the average total weight shipped daily) is smaller 

than the lead time in the system to replenish. Of course, if the product is out stock, there is an 

immediate reorder.   

OR 

If the number of days until the of days until expiry is less than the lead time in the system to replenish. 

AND 

There is not already reorder of product in place.” 

For the reordering quantity a secondary formula is applied. If the shelf life of the product is one year or 

more (which is the case for all Animal Nutrition products), six months of supply is ordered (again based 

on the average total weight shipped daily). However, keep in mind that Eastman is still responsible for 

delivering the reorder quantity they want to the sample facilitator. For example, if the sample facilitator 

reorders 16kg of product, it could be the case that Eastman sends a bag of 25kg of this product, because 

this is the minimum order quantity. 
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Considering this reorder strategy of the sample facilitator, it can be compared to the (R,s,nQ)-policy 

(Silver, Pyke & Peterson, 1998). In that case R=0, because there is a continuous review, which leaves an 

(s,nQ) policy. Q is the minimum reorder quantity which can be reordered n times. The reorder level is s, 

where s is used by the sample facilitator as the expected demand during the lead time until product is 

replenished. The review period is continuous, because in the system of the sample facilitator when the 

inventory for a product drops below reorder level s, that product is immediately added to the 

replenishment report. The replenishment report can be downloaded from a website of the sample 

facilitator and is sent to the CSR who makes the replenishment by email. The simulation in section 6.3.2 

describes that discrete time is used in the simulation, where inventory is reviewed daily. This makes 

sense because, realistically, inventory can be reviewed daily by Eastman and is not in reviewed real time. 

According to Silver, Pyke & Peterson (1998) the reorder strategy of the sample facilitator is a simple-

minded approach, because the safety stock is defined as “the average level of the net stock just before a 

replenishment arrives”. When the sample facilitator plans to just run out of stock on average, at the 

moment when a replenishment arrives, there is a safety stock of 0. This would be the case when the 

actual lead time is on average the same as the lead time in the system of the sample facilitator. This 

method ignores the fact that there is variability in the demand for the samples and the replenishment 

lead time. Figure 28, copied from De Kok (2002), shows this. 

 

Figure 28 Inventory level over time in a (s,nQ) policy by De Kok (2002) 

As shown in Figure 28, when the replenishment lead time would be normally distributed, and the 

reorder level s would be set at the average demand during the average lead time, then the out-of-stock 

probability would be 50 percent. 

For most of the Animal Nutrition products a lead time of 30 or 45 days is used. What makes the reorder 

strategy of the sample facilitator different from the classical (s,nQ)-policy is that the shelf life has to be 

taken into account. The Animal Nutrition products are perishable and at the end of shelf life the product 
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is expired and waste costs are incurred. In that case expired products must be subtracted from the 

inventory position. To test the reorder strategy of the sample facilitator a simulation in Excel was made. 

6.3.2 Simulation setup 
To test the reorder strategy of the sample facilitator a discrete event simulation (Law, 2015) was created 

in which stochastic demand can arrive daily. Based on the historical data of 2018 and the first 6 months 

of 2019 one could see a small upward trend in the data. However, the data set is small and there is no 

data of multiple full years available, so the trend could exist just by variability. The same holds for 

seasonality, one cannot see seasonality per month when no multiple full years of data are available. 

Furthermore, demand for a sample to one company does not influence the demand for a sample to 

another company. Therefore, stationary demand and independent and identically distributed random 

variables (i.i.d.) are assumed based on the small data set.  

The sequence of events in the simulation are as follows: 

1. Demand occurs 

2. Adjust inventory position based on demand, incoming replenishments and waste 

3. Reorder placement if necessary 

The arrival of sample orders is simulated by generating arrivals using a Poisson distribution with a 

certain arrival rate per day, based on the total requested quantity for a product in 2018 converted to the 

average weight requested per day. Why the Poisson distribution can be realistically used to generate the 

arrival of sample orders per product is shown in Appendix E. The Gamma distribution was used to 

simulate the variability in the positive stochastic replenishment lead times. Why the Gamma distribution 

was used is shown in Appendix F.  

Assumptions: 

- Demand can arrive every day of the year including weekends.  

- The incoming sample orders are always of quantity 1L or 1kg.  

- Arrival of demand per year is based on the yearly sample quantity necessary for a product in 

2018. 

- All stock arrives new and within specifications (no random yield). 

- Inventory is depleted according to a FIFO policy, that is, oldest first. 

- Demand is backordered. 

Table 22 shows the variables used in the formulas. 
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Table 22 Definition of the variables used in the formulas 

Variable Definition 

Dt Demand at time t in integers 

Lt Replenishment lead time at time t left in integer days 

It Inventory at time t 

SL Shelf Life in system, which is 550 days 

Ht Shelf life left at time t of latest batch 

Reorder Logical value that determines when to reorder (1) or not (0) 

Qt Reorder quantity at time t 

Wt Waste at time t 

λ Parameter arrival rate of orders per day used in Poisson distribution 

α,β Parameters used for generating the replenishment lead times in Gamma distribution 

Ct Total costs at time t 

Cw Waste costs 

Cp Penalty or backorder costs 

Cs Setup or replenishment costs 

T Total run length 

Cy Average total costs per year 

ξL  Lead time policy  

 

The simulation is formulated as described below. Keep in mind that the replenishments lead times 

randomly generated by the Gamma distribution are rounded up to the nearest integer in order to use in 

the discrete time per day simulation. The impact of rounding up to the nearest interest of the generated 

replenishment lead time can be neglected, because the mean replenishment lead time is approximately 

29 and the standard deviation approximately 16. For a low mean and standard deviation of the 

replenishment lead time the impact might be bigger, but that is not part of this research. 

Dt ~ Poisson(λ) 

Lt ~ Gamma(α,β) 

I1 = Q0 – D1 

It = It-1 – Wt-1 + Qt-1 – Dt  

H1 = SL (= 550 days) 

Ht = {
SL                  if It > It−1

Ht−1 − 1      if It ≤ It−1
 

Reorder

= {
1  if ((It/λ) < Lsample facilitator or Ht < Lsample facilitator) and no replenishment incoming  

0         if ((It/λ) > Lsample facilitator and Ht > Lsample facilitator ) or replenishment incoming
 

Lead time before incoming replenishment  =  {
Lt                   if Reorder = 1
Lt−1 − 1              if Lt−1 > 0
0                                       𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
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Qt =  {
Q   if Lt−1 = 1
0                else

 

Wt = {(It−SL − ∑ Wk

t−1

k=t−SL

− ∑ Dm)

t

m=t+1−SL

+

 if Qt−1−SL > 0 and t > SL

0                                                                                       else

  

Cpt =  Cp ∗ (Dt − It)+ 

Cwt = Cw ∗ Wt 

Cst = Cs ∗ Reorder 

Ct = Cpt + Cwt + Cst 

Cy = ∑ Ct ∗
365

T

T

t=1

 

According to Law (2015) this simulation can be categorized as a non-terminating simulation where the 

length of the run is specified. For “the long run” such a simulation has steady state parameters which 

are measured. A list of all input and output variables is given in Appendix G. The decision was made to 

simulate the reorder strategy for 30000 days, because this was close to the maximum number of 

Poisson distributed random numbers that could be generated to simulate the arrival of orders using the 

Data Analysis tool pack in Excel. Moreover, a time-horizon of 30000 days minimizes the impact of 

outliers. To see if a warm-up period is needed in the simulation, where the initial chosen parameters 

affect the outcome of the steady state parameters, Welch’s graphical method was used as described by 

Law (2015). Welch’s method states that at least 5 replications of the simulation need to be made to take 

the average of the results, so 5 replications were made. This should be enough, because of the time 

horizon of 30000 days. Welch’s method was performed for only one product, because of the 

comparability of the demand for the product with other products and the limited time available. Results 

for a moving average with a window of 10 years were still oscillating and looked “ragged”, so the 

decision was made to take the maximum window size, because a relatively smooth line is preferable. 

The maximum window size is a moving average of the number of observations divided by 4, which is 

30000/4 = 7500 days.  

The most important Key Performance Indicator (KPI) in the simulation is the fill rate. In Figure 29 the 

result from Welch’s method is shown. From Figure 29 can be concluded no warm-up period is necessary 

when using a realistic quantity on stock at the start compared to the reorder quantity. If these two 

quantities differ a bit, the steady state results will not be greatly affected by the initial conditions, 

because of the run length of 30000 days. 
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Figure 29 Fill rate over time using Welch's method 

To check if the results in each run using the same parameters are reliable, a confidence interval is 

constructed for the most important KPIs in the simulation, which are the fraction of backorders and the 

fraction of waste. The average inventory is also checked with a confidence interval. The confidence 

interval is setup where �̅�(𝑛) is an unbiased point estimator for the mean µ with number of replications 

n. The sample variance is S2(n). The number of replications used is 10 and the α is 0.9, because the 

chosen two-sided confidence interval is 90%.  

�̅�(𝑛) ± 𝑡
𝑛−1,

1−𝛼
2

∗ √
𝑆2(𝑛)

𝑛
   

The parameters from Table 23 are used to calculate the confidence interval for the average inventory 

position and the fraction of backorders. Because the fraction of waste is very low (less than 1%) with 

these parameters, other parameters are used to calculate the two-sided 90% confidence interval for the 

waste. To determine the confidence interval for the fraction of waste, the parameters “Quantity on 

stock at start” and “Eastman reorder quantity” were changed to 15.   

Table 23 Input parameters used for calculating confidence interval 

Quantity on stock at start 10  

Average demand per year 10 

Average demand per day  0.02739726 

Lead time in system the sample 
facilitator 

45 

Eastman reorder quantity 10  

Mean lead time 29.0588235 

Standard deviation lead time 16.397527 

Shelf life (days) 365*2-180 550 

The results for the confidence intervals are summarized in Table 24. The variability was caused by the 

uncertainty in the replenishment lead time, because the arrival of orders was kept the same for each of 

the runs. 
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Table 24 Confidence intervals 

 90% confidence interval 

Inventory position [5.65436, 5.72672] 

Fraction of backorders [0.03156, 0.03860] 

Fraction of waste [0.07020, 0.07604] 

 

6.3.3 Determination of relevant costs involved 
Based on the 90% confidence interval it becomes clear that the variability in the results per run is 

acceptable. This means that the simulation with a run length of 30000 days gives results that are reliable 

enough per run. 

The created simulation can be used as a tool to calculate the total costs yearly costs. Therefore, some 

cost functions are necessary. It is unrealistic to include inventory costs, since the sample facilitator does 

not charge separate inventory costs. Material costs are also excluded, because those are insignificant for 

1-liter samples compared to the other costs.  

The most important costs: 

- Fixed setup or replenishment costs that occur when a replenishment takes place, depending on 

the production site that fulfills the replenishment order. The replenishment costs were 

estimated by using freight rates to send new material by truck from a production site to the 

sample facilitator. 

- Waste costs occur only when the product is expired, because the products are perishable. The 

waste costs could be retrieved from the price list and invoices of the sample facilitator.  

- Backorder or penalty costs. These costs are included to ensure a good service level, because 

there is a penalty cost for each backorder. In case the sample is guaranteed to be late at the 

customer. How the penalty costs are estimated is described below. 

Estimating the penalty or backorder costs was the most difficult. These are no costs that appear on 

historical records, but instead there were so-called opportunity costs that are still relevant to determine 

the service level (Silver, Pyke & Peterson, 1998). An investigation was conducted to see which samples 

sent to the customers in 2018 actually created new sales. This was done in order to estimate these 

opportunity costs. To see if any sales occurred after a sample had been sent, the sales data for 12 

months after the sample delivery were investigated, using the sales data from Q1 2016 until Q3 of 2019. 

This was done for all 102 samples shipped from the EMEA region in 2018. To conduct this investigation, 

the following information was used. First, the confirmed delivered delivery date of the sample was 

known. Second, it was investigated if the customer who received the sample was in the actual sales data 

and bought a larger quantity of this product in the 12 months (four quarters) after they received the 

sample. If this customer was in the sales data, then it was also investigated if this customer ordered the 

product of which they had received a sample before. If that was the case, the customer is not new to the 

product and the sample did not create new sales. For the customers that did not order the product 

before receiving the sample, samples are assumed to have created new sales. Using the sales after the 

first year after of shipping the sample to the customer is an assumption. Of course, Eastman will 

probably benefit longer than one year from doing business with a new customer, but that is left out of 
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consideration to keep it simple. The advantage of using the total new sales after one year of shipping 

the samples is that the return on investment (ROI) after the first year can be calculated. 

In total 9 out of the 102 samples sent created new sales. Table 25 shows the total new profit assumed 

created by sampling, using the volume in kg, price, variable margin and costs converted to US dollars. 

Details on the profit calculations are shown in Appendix J. As shown in Table 25 from the profit penalty 

costs (or costs of underage) could be calculated. When a sample is backordered, the sample is 

guaranteed to be late at the customer and the sales are assumed lost. In this way a penalty cost for 

every backorder is calculated. All samples that created new sales were shipped to the customer within 

15 days, which means that all the samples that were shipped late to the customers did not generate 

new sales. This fact justifies the assumption of 100% lost sales when a backorder occurs. 

In Table 25 the following formulas are used to calculate the different indicators: 

Percentage of samples that created new sales = (Total nr of samples that created new sales / Total nr of 

samples) * 100%. 

Average sales per sample that created new sales = Total new sales from samples / Total nr of samples 

that created new sales. 

Average sales per sample = Total new sales from samples / Total nr of samples. 

Total new profit = Total new sales from samples – Material costs. 

Average profit margin = (Total new profit / Total new sales from samples) * 100% 

Profit from samples = Total new profit – Estimated costs for all samples. 

ROI = (Current value of investment – Costs of investment) / Costs of investment = (Total new profit – 

Estimated costs for all samples) / Estimated costs for all samples. 

Average profit per sample that created new sales = Profit from samples / Total nr of samples that 

created new sales. 

Average profit per sample = Penalty costs per backordered sample = Profit from samples / Total nr of 

samples. 
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Table 25 Overview of the sales and profit in USD after the first year compared to samples sent and costs 

Total nr of samples 102 

Total new sales from samples 431443.00 

Total nr of samples that created new sales 9 

Percentage of samples that created new sales 8.82% 

Average sales per sample that created sales 47938.11 

Average sales per sample 4229.83 

Total new profit 158062.35 

Average profit margin 36.64% 

Estimated costs for all samples 29022.04 

Profit from samples 129040.31 

Return on investment 445% 

Average profit per sample that created new sales 14337.81 

Average profit per sample = Penalty costs 1265.10 

 

6.3.4 Simulation results 
The simulation was used to evaluate different scenarios based on different setups of products at the 

sample facilitator. The replenishment lead time was not put in Table 25 as an input, because this is fixed. 

According to the product managers this should be 550 days for all Animal Nutrition products. The shelf 

life is two years for each product, but Eastman does not want to send a product to a customer that has 

less than half a year left of shelf life left. The customer also needs time to test the product. After 550 

days the products are processed as waste. The measured data about the replenishment lead times is 

mainly based on products coming from the toll manufacturers. On average this could be 29 days, but the 

products that are replenished from Oulu or from Ghent can be replenished faster. This replenishment 

lead time could be between 6 and 21 days. To simulate this the average lead time was put at 14 days 

with a standard deviation of 6 days. Scenarios 1-6 are with the toll manufacturing lead times and 

scenarios 7 and 8 are with the shorter average lead times for the products replenished from Ghent and 

Oulu. Some of the Ghent and Oulu products have a higher demand of approximately 15L per year, so 

that demand was used. Furthermore, the Eastman reorder quantity was put at 25 for some scenarios. 25 

L or 25 kg are the realistic (minimum) reorder quantities that Eastman uses to replenish the sample 

facilitator. Moreover, keep in mind that the actual reorder strategy of the sample facilitator uses 6 

months of supply. 

To measure the performance of the reorder strategy of the sample facilitator 9 interesting (theoretical) 

scenarios are created and described below. The input values of the simulation for the different scenarios 

are presented in Table 26. The measured outputs and KPIs of the scenarios are presented in Table 27. 
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Table 26 Inputs for the different scenarios 

Scenario Quantity 
on stock 
at start 

Average 
demand 
per 
year 

Lead 
time in 
system 
of the 
sample 
facilitator 

Reorder 
number 
of 
months 
of 
supply 

Eastman 
reorder 
quantity 

Mean 
lead 
time 

Standard 
deviation 
lead 
time 

Backorder 
or penalty 
costs per 
sample 

Waste 
costs 
per 
sample 

Setup 
costs 

1 5 10 45 6 5 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

2 5 10 30 6 5 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

3 25 10 30 - 25 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

4 25 10 45 - 25 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

5 3 5 30 6 3 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

6 8 15 30 6 8 29.059 16.398 1265.10 13.99 48.40 

7 8 15 14 6 8 14 6 1265.10 13.99 280 

8 8 15 30 6 8 14 6 1265.10 13.99 280 

9 25 15 30 - 25 14 6 1265.10 13.99 280 

 

Table 27 Outputs of the different scenarios 

Scenario Total 
Number 
of 
samples 

Average 
Inventory 

Ready 
rate 

Number of 
backorders 

Percentage 
of 
backorders 

Fill rate Average 
replenishment 
lead time 

Total 
waste 

Percentage 
of waste 

Number 
of 
setups 

Total 
average 
yearly 
costs 

1 861 3.09 93.56% 50 5.81% 94.19% 29.94 0 0.00% 172 870.89 

2 861 2.16 81.78% 152 17.65% 82.35% 31.78 0 0.00% 172 2440.88 

3 861 17.10 98.78% 14 1.63% 98.37% 30.54 491 35.71% 54 330.86 

4 861 18.15 99.72% 2 0.23% 99.77% 29.68 523 36.70% 56 152.78 

5 402 1.60 86.13% 61 15.17% 84.83% 31.47 2 0.49% 134 1018.16 

6 1236 4.39 94.05% 86 6.96% 93.04% 29.29 0 0.00% 154 1414.40 

7 1236 3.89 92.69% 99 8.01% 91.99% 14.25 0 0.00% 154 2048.44 

8 1236 4.97 98.07% 22 1.78% 98.22% 15.12 0 0.00% 154 863.25 

9 1236 15.01 99.64% 7 0.57% 99.43% 15.46 187 13.12% 56 330.35 

 

When compared, scenarios 7, 8 and 9 from the simulation perfectly illustrate how the expected yearly 

costs can be reduced when the replenishment lead time in the system of the sample facilitator is 

increased and the reorder quantity is increased. Besides, scenario 2 is the most realistic scenario 

according to the intended use of the reorder strategy by the sample facilitator. Out of all scenarios this 

scenario has the worst performance. In practice it is more realistic to increase the reorder quantity to 

the minimum reorder quantity of 1 canister (25L) or 1 bag (25kg). This effect of this shown in scenario 3. 

The KPIs in scenario are drastically better compared to the KPIs of scenario. By increasing the reorder 

quantity, the amount of times the sample facilitator is supplied is reduced, which reduces the setup or 

replenishment costs. In the case of supplying the sample facilitator with 25 L or kg more waste will be 

leftover, but this increase in waste costs is a lot less than the reduction of setup costs and backorder 

costs. Increasing the lead time in the system of the sample facilitator means there is some ‘safety lead 

time’ added to the average lead time per product. In this way the probability that the lead time in the 
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system of the sample facilitator is larger than the actual replenishment lead time becomes higher. This 

increases the ready rate and fill rate and decreases the number of stockout occasions. By reducing the 

number of stockout occasions the penalty costs are reduced.  

6.3.5 Cost-optimization tool, analysis and results 
The cost minimization problem is formulated below. 

MinQ E[( ∑ Ct(ξL , Cwt , Cpt , Cst, Q)) ∗
365

30000

30000

t=1

] 

Where  

Cpt =  Cp ∗ (Dt − It)+ 

Cwt = Cw ∗ Wt 

Cst = Cs ∗ Reorder 

s.t. 

Q > 0 

Q ∈ {1, 2, …, N} 

By giving the inputs of the different costs, the Excel Solver can calculate the minimum yearly costs by 

changing the reorder quantity as a decision variable using the lead time in the system of the sample 

facilitator. The expected yearly total cost-minimalization problem is as follows. The output of the model 

gives the lowest expected yearly total costs with the according optimal reorder quantity used in the 

simulation. The GRG Nonlinear solver was used to do this. 

Results calculated by the tool 

Of the 44 products within the product portfolio in scope, 41 products had a demand of a quantity 

between 0L and 15L (or kg). This is 93% of products and for all these products the optimal reorder 

quantity that is sent to the sample facilitator is a full canister (25L) or a full bag (25kg). The optimal 

reorder quantity was calculated by adding a lot size Q (reorder size) constraint to the simulation that can 

be ordered an increment of n times, which results in a reorder quantity of n*Q. The tool can minimize 

the total costs by changing n, where Q is set fixed. Sending half canisters for example is not an option 

according to Eastman, since a new material code is necessary in the system for every different quantity 

of every product. Moreover, the labelling would be time consuming and costly in that case, because the 

label must state the correct quantity in the canister. 

For the 41 products with a demand between 0 and 15 L the best reorder quantity is 25L as calculated by 

the Excel Solver. This is logical, because when 50L would be replenished (2 canisters or bags) this would 

be more expensive because of high waste costs. When the lot size would be 1, the optimal reorder 

quantities were also calculated by the Solver for various demands. This is shown in Appendix I in Table 

35.  

For the three products with a higher demand than 15L the best reorder quantity was also calculated by 

the tool, with the results in Table 28.  
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Table 28 Best reorder quantities for products with more than 15L or 15kg of demand in 2018 

Product number Demand in 2018 Best reorder quantity 

28 72.1kg 75kg (3 bags) 

37 60.4L 75L (3 canisters) 

52 35L 50L (2 canisters) 

 

Analysis of reorder quantity results  

To validate the optimal reorder quantity determined by the tool and to determine the lead time 

necessary in the system of the sample facilitator a heuristic can be used. To do this the classical 

Newsboy model can be used (Atan, 2017). The period for demand is taken as 1.5 years, which is the 

same as the shelf life of the products. In that case the replenishments only arrive at the start of the 1.5 

years, which minimizes the number of setups and with that the setup costs. Since there are no inventory 

costs the total costs are also minimized in this way. When products are left over after 1.5 years, these 

will be expired and thrown away for a waste cost per sample. The waste costs are the cost of overage 

(co), which is 13.99. When the quantity on stock at the start was too little to serve all the demand in 1.5 

years, Eastman has unsatisfied demand, which creates a backorder or penalty cost. This is the cost of 

underage (cu), which is 1265.10. When Q is the quantity on stock and D is the demand, then the optimal 

Q is the smallest Q for which: 

P(D ≤ Q) ≥
cu

cu + co
 

For example, if the demand is Poisson distributed with an average of 15L (in 1.5 years), then: 

P(D ≤ Q) ≥ 0.9891 

The 0.9891 is called the critical ratio. The optimal reorder quantity would be Q* = 25, which in this case 

is perfect, because 25 is exactly the minimal order quantity. Table 35 in Appendix I shows the optimal 

order quantities Q* calculated for 0 to 25 demand in 1.5 years and the optimal order quantities as 

calculated by the tool, using a lead time in the system of 61 days. The actual lead times were again 

distributed by the Gamma distribution with mean 29.06 and standard deviation 16.40. 

Analysis of replenishment lead time in system the sample facilitator 

With the optimal reorder quantity kept in mind (as calculated in the analysis and by the Excel solver), it 

is important that after the cycle of 1.5 years Eastman replenishes the material kept on stock at the 

sample facilitator in time. The replenishment should be done before the old material expires, so no 

stockout occurs after the shelf life of 550 days. This is the lead time that is necessary in the system of 

the sample facilitator. The threshold for the necessary lead time in the system is set at 5%, so 95% of 

time the product is replenished on time. For the replenishment lead time the Gamma distribution is 

used as before with a mean of 29.06 and standard deviation 16.40. This lead time is accurate is for the 

products produced by the toll manufacturers in the Netherlands. For the products produced in Ghent or 

Oulu the Gamma distribution with a mean of 14 and a standard deviation of 6 is used to calculate the 

replenishment lead time necessary in the system of the sample facilitator. Keep in mind that in practice 

the replenishment will happen earlier when stock is below the reorder level. The tool using Excel Solver 

takes this into account. 
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P(L > Lsample facilitator) = 0.05 

When the average lead time would be 30 and Lsample facilitator would be 30, than P(L>Lsample facilitator) = 0.5970, 

which means approximately 40% would be replenished too late. To reach the threshold of 5% for the 

products produced by the toll manufacturers would require a Lsample facilitator of 61. To reach the threshold 

of 5% for products produced in Ghent or Oulu would require a Lsample facilitator of 26. 

The Lsample facilitator of 61 days (two months) holds for all products that are produced at the toll 

manufacturers at least six times per year. However, there are a few products that are produced less 

than six times per year, so for these products it could be that the lead time is even longer. The products 

for which this is the case are stated in Table 29. The productions for these products are planned far in 

advance, so it is best if a replenishment lead time of 90 days is put in the system. The 90 days was 

chosen by engaging in conversations with the stakeholders involved. In this way the Alternate Method 

of Supply (AMS) team knows three months in advance when the product is going to expire, so they can 

decide when to produce. Besides, the demand for the samples of the products produced less than six 

times is very limited. Therefore, Eastman must critically evaluate the product portfolio if they want to 

keep these products available for sampling. Considering the small samples, the product 27 was 

requested once in 2018 and two times in 2019. The samples for the other products in Table 29 were 

requested 0 times. 

Table 29 Products with less than six productions per year 

Product number 

6 

10 

24 

27 

42 

6.4 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and necessary data management changes 
In the chapters before, various KPIs were used for measuring the performance. Assuring quality in the 

process comes with a cost, but measuring the performance is necessary to improve and save costs (Van 

Weele, 2014). As proposed by Eastman, a monthly performance report would be good to have. 

Currently an Excel report must be created from SAP with all document types as specified in Table 30 in 

order to retrieve all correct data. From this data the Animal Nutrition small samples must be filtered out, 

excluding trials and replenishments. In the future it could be an option to automize this action, but 

currently this is not possible because of unreliable data. Too many mistakes are made in SAP when 

sample orders are fulfilled, especially with the BMAS codes. Sometimes the BMAS codes are missing or 

are of the wrong business, or the product is not from the Animal Nutrition business while having the 

Animal Nutrition BMAS codes. The filtering of the Animal Nutrition samples is the most accurate based 

on the individual products. For the future it would be easier and faster if the BMAS codes are always 

correctly filled out for Animal Nutrition. 

The most important KPIs for Eastman that are interesting to measure monthly are: 

- The number of samples shipped to customers per month. 

- The average lead time to the customer (cycle time), with standard deviation. 
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- The percentage of samples shipped to the customer within two weeks. 

Other KPIs that are interesting for Eastman to measure yearly are: 

- The average replenishment lead time to the sample facilitator, with standard deviation, to see if 

the lead times in the system of the sample facilitator are still correct or need to be updated. 

- The hit-rate of the samples (percentage of samples generating revenue in the 12 months after 

the sample has been received by the customer). 

- The total generated revenue by the samples sent in one year, including variable margin.  

To accurately monitor these KPIs, a couple of improvements must be made in the data management of 

the sample orders. The order entry date and confirmed delivery date must be updated in SAP, so the 

lead time to the customer (cycle time) can be accurately measured. Correctly putting in the original 

requested date of the sample would be an even better way to check if a sample is shipped on time to 

the customer. When a customer receives the sample after the original requested date the sample is late. 

In this way the determined lateness more accurate, compared to setting the target of shipping the 

sample within two weeks to the customer. 

The currently measured hit-rate of the samples is an estimation. For the future it would be better if 

samples sent to customers were tracked as opportunities in Salesforce. Salesforce is a program with 

applications used for marketing automation and analytics. Using Salesforce, it can be seen if a customer 

ordered a larger quantity of a product within 12 months after they received the sample. This can be 

done by looking at the family GMN of that product. It would also be interesting to see the purpose of 

the sample in Salesforce. The estimation of the hit-rate was done for all samples that have been sent to 

the customers, but some of the customers might be a laboratory or distributor for example. For a 

laboratory it is highly unlikely to order larger quantities of a product and the sample is only sent to them 

for researching purposes. It would be interesting to have an overview of all the samples that are sent to 

customers with the purpose of creating new business opportunities. 

Furthermore, it would be smart to download the inventory report regularly for the Animal Nutrition 

products on stock at the sample facilitator to check if there is enough stock left to prevent problems 

from occurring. In the past some problems occurred because of replenishments not done on time. The 

reason for this was that those replenishments were not appearing in the replenishment reports. 

Problems can be avoided in this way and Eastman can anticipate on expected demand for a product in 

the near future. To be able to check the stock of the Animal Nutrition products efficiently it would also 

be good if Eastman updates the division in the system of the sample facilitator for all Animal Nutrition 

products to “Animal Nutrition”, because various outdated divisions for Animal Nutrition products are 

stated in the system of the sample facilitator. This change would save time in filtering out the correct 

Animal Nutrition products. 
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7. Conclusions and recommendations 
This Master Thesis Project was conducted to answer the main research question:  

“What would be the best replenishment and supply strategy of Animal Nutrition samples for Eastman to 

fulfill the demand of the samples on-time to the customers, while optimizing the costs?” 

The main research question was answered by answering all the sub questions in section 2, 5 and 6 of 

this report. The conclusions that can be drawn from these sub questions are described in section 7.1. 

Some of the conclusions will be specifically for Eastman and some may apply to a general case. The 

specific recommendations that can be given to Eastman are described in section 7.2. At last the 

limitations of this research and suggestions for future research are described in section 7.3 and 7.4 

respectively. 

7.1 Conclusions 
Based on the results the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The new designed work flow to fulfill sample orders (presented in section 5.1) can be used to 

reduce the cycle time (lead time to the customer) on average with 2 days. The reduction from 

10 to 8 working days on average can be realized by improving various aspects:  

- Increasing the descriptive knowledge of the tasks, which improves job performance, because 

the people involved know which task is performed when. 

- Improving the communication of the people involved in the process to increase performance.  

- Parallelizing a task that delayed the process (the product manager approving the sample 

request). 

- Setting the goal of handling the sample request within 8 working days, which induces people to 

put in 100% effort to attain this goal. 

2. Samples that have no expected demand for the future should be excluded from the standard 

product portfolio available for sampling. (Which products are removed from the standard 

portfolio of Eastman is described in section 6.1) 

3. At the beginning of the year, the ship-from location determination model (section 6.3) can be 

used to determine, based on historical demand, which samples should be stored at what ship-

from location for the coming year. Using this model to determine the best ship-from locations a 

cost reduction of 38% can be realized. In general, this cost reduction is realized by outsourcing 

the packaging and shipment of small samples to the sample facilitator for samples that have at 

least a demand of 2 orders per year. 

4. Analysis of the replenishment lead time for samples stored and shipped-from the sample 

facilitator has shown that this replenishment lead time has a high variability. This can be 

adequately modelled by using the Gamma distribution. 

5. Analysis of the arrival of orders has shown a Poisson pattern per month. Therefore, the arrival of 

demand can be adequately modelled by using the Poisson distribution. 

6. The simulation results in section 6.4 and the comparison with a (s, Q)-policy show that the 

reorder strategy of the sample facilitator does not consider the variability of the replenishment 

lead time. This causes samples to be out of stock for a longer period of time. To reduce the 

number of backorders that occur because of this, a ‘safety’ lead time must be included in the 

system of the sample facilitator for each sample. The necessary safety lead time depends on the 
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production location and production schedule. To ensure a fill-rate of approximately 99%, a lead 

time of at least 26 days should be set-up in the system for samples replenished from Oulu or 

Ghent, while for the toll manufacturers a lead time of 61 days should be set-up. Exceptions are 

the products produced at the toll manufacturers less than 6 times per year. To be able to 

replenish samples for those products in time, a lead time of 90 days should be implemented in 

the system of the sample facilitator.  

7. The cost-minimization tool presented in section 6.3.5 can be used for calculating the best 

reorder quantity to ship to the sample facilitator. This tool is reliable when considering the 

minimum order quantity of 25L or 25kg when replenishing the sample facilitator. For a lot size of 

1 the tool is not always reliable due to variability. 

8. Sending samples to customers to create new business opportunities is shown to be profitable in 

section 6.3.3. Improving the on-time service level, which was 78.43% in 2018 in the EMEA 

region, to 99% can be realized by using all improvements presented in this MTP. How this will 

affect the profits gained from sampling is speculation. However, consider the 8.8% of samples 

that showed (section 6.3.3) to have created new sales. Furthermore, no samples that took over 

15 days to deliver to the customer created new sales, which means 100% lost sales when 

backordering is fair to assume. Therefore, the increased profit by improving the service level to 

99% is estimated to be 21%. This estimation is shown in Appendix J. 

With the answers to the sub questions and all the conclusions drawn above, the main research question 

is answered. To conclude, the solution design proposed in the colored cause-and-effect tree (section 

3.1) has worked in solving the problems. 

7.2 Recommendations 
The core recommendations in section 7.2.1 include the recommendations to Eastman within the scope 

of this MTP. However, some other recommendations can be given to Eastman based on the problems 

identified in the problem description (section 3). Those other recommendations are described in section 

7.2.2. 

7.2.1 Core recommendations 
The core recommendations given to Eastman are:  

1. Create one document type specifically for sample orders going to a customer or always use the 

same document type. Currently Eastman has five document types: ZNC, ZNL, ZNO, ZNA, ZSI and 

for all of those it is not always clear which of the no charge orders are really samples. Eastman 

should also include and correctly fill out the BMAS data for each sample. The BMAS codes 

should always be included otherwise it is difficult and time consuming to filter out the Animal 

Nutrition samples from the data to measure the performance. 

2. Make it clear to the sample facilitator which products are from the Animal Nutrition division and 

which samples the sample facilitator must to have on stock. Having this division in the the 

sample facilitator system makes it easy to filter out and check the stock available of the Animal 

Nutrition products, because many other products from other businesses of Eastman are stored 

at the sample facilitator. This will save time and will make it clear in the replenishment reports 

which Animal Nutrition products must be replenished. 

3. The order entry date, the original requested delivery date and the confirmed delivery date in the 

system must be updated (by the CSRs) to accurately measure the performance, because the 
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data in SAP is found to be polluted and sometimes unreliable. With these dates accurately in the 

system the average cycle time or lead time to the customer can be determined. Furthermore, 

the lateness can be determined when considering the goal of delivering within two weeks to the 

customer. When the original requested delivery date is also correctly filled out, the lateness of 

the sample can be determined even more accurate, because this date shows when a sample was 

promised to be delivered at the customer.  

4. In the future Eastman should track samples in Salesforce. Using Salesforce, it would be more 

visible to see which samples generated new revenue and what percentage of samples generated 

new revenue. If Salesforce is used, it is also more convenient for the sales department to follow 

up with the customer after they have received a sample. Furthermore, the destination and the 

purpose of the samples can also be added in Salesforce. In this way it is known what percentage 

or how many samples are sent with the purpose of creating new business opportunities. 

5. Eastman should evaluate (for example yearly) which samples of the standard portfolio they 

want to have available on stock. It is important Eastman is critical regarding the products they 

want to keep available for sampling or testing. Some samples were not requested in 2018, while 

still being available on stock. These samples only increase the costs. Therefore, it is important 

that the standard portfolio with products that are available for sampling stays up to date. 

6. Eastman can use the ship-from location determination model presented in section 6.2 to 

determine what location is most cost-efficient to ship a sample from. The input needed to do 

this is the forecasted, expected or historical sample demand for a certain product. Based on the 

results of this model a rule of thumb would be that if a sample is demanded at least two times 

per year, it is the most cost efficient to ship this sample from the sample facilitator. This can 

reduce the yearly costs by 38%. 

7. Eastman can use the simulation model or the cost-minimization tool created in Excel to 

determine the best reorder quantity and test what the KPIs would be with certain parameters. 

The simulation and tool are presented in section 6.3. 

8. Eastman should keep track of the replenishment lead time to the sample facilitator. If the data 

about how fast Eastman can replenish the sample facilitator would be reliable, this can be 

updated in the cost minimization tool to improve the precision of outcome. Eastman should 

then evaluate if the replenishment lead time in the system of the sample facilitator is correct 

and update accordingly to minimize the costs.  

7.2.2 Other recommendations 
Other recommendations given to Eastman are: 

1. Keep updating the new sample request form by including the GMN codes of the system. There 

are many GMNs available, but to keep it simple for the sales department it is best if only a 

couple of GMNs can be picked from a drop-down list after a sample request for a certain 

product is selected. The improved sample request form should help with this issue. 

2. Assign somebody from customer service as a point of contact for the sample facilitator, because 

issues happened in the past were replenishment orders or questions about products did not 

reach the correct person within Eastman or were sent to the wrong email address. This issue 

was solved during the project. 

3. It was not clear for the sample facilitator sometimes what the quantity to ship was in which 

package. For example, 5L could be ordered, but should this be 1 package of 5L be shipped to the 
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customer or 5 packages of 1L? This was sometimes not clear to the sample facilitator, so the 

sample facilitator had to contact the CSR to get the correct information about the quantity that 

must be shipped, which delays the process. A recommendation is to use the Unit of Measure SP 

or PC. SP corresponds to ‘sample’ and PC corresponds to ‘piece’. The material description 

contains the quantity. An example of a material description is 

FA,EU,FORMICACID99,SAM,0000,HDPE 1 L. For example, when 5 bottles of this product are 

ordered, the quantity is 5 and the Unit of Measure is SP. In this way it is clear for the sample 

facilitator what to ship. When another quantity shipped in 1 package is requested, which is not 

an existing GMN code, this needs to be communicated clearly to the sample facilitator. The new 

sample request form should also help in avoiding this issue. 

4. Eastman should negotiate with the sample facilitator and incorporate a price in the contract for 

25L samples to reduce the costs for the trials. In the trials for 2020 only samples of size 25L or 

25kg are needed. The price of the 25L will be lower than the price currently used for a special 

request. 

5. Inform CSRs and other people involved in the process about the importance of the samples. As 

shown in this MTP it is important that samples are sent on-time to the customer to increase 

profits. Sometimes the CSRs handle other regular orders first, while a sample order can be just 

as important. 

7.3 Limitations and shortcomings 
A limitation of this research is that most of the sampling process improvements are specific for Eastman. 

The effect of such type of improvements within another setting or company are unknown. 

Another limitation of this research is that little data was available to model the arrival rate per product. 

Aggregation of demand for samples was necessary to analyze the demand pattern, but it might be the 

case that some samples are requested more at certain time periods of the year. This could not be 

checked with the small amount of data. Also, for the replenishment lead times there was few data 

available to check if the gamma distribution fits the actual replenishment lead times. Moreover, the 

data about the replenishment lead times was unreliable.  

Furthermore, a limitation of the simulation is that the model does not take a forecast for the sample 

demand into account, but the arrival rate of samples is instead based on the historical demand of 2018. 

On average the demand was found stationary, but it could be the case that demand for certain samples 

will rise over time or in the future. However, a slight change of demand will not change the outcome of 

the model, because this will not change the fact most of the time the minimum order quantity of 25L or 

25kg will be ordered. This is the case for 93% of the products as shown in section 6.3. The minimum 

order quantity or lot size limits the ability to optimize inventory. For a lot size of 25 the tool can reliably 

determine the best reorder quantity, but for a lot size of 1 the tool is less reliable, caused by variability 

factors. Additionally, the simulation model uses only arrival of demand for 1L samples, which is a 

limitation, but still the total yearly requested quantity for the samples is used. This means the impact of 

this limitation can be neglected. 

Finally, a limitation of this research is that not all samples in the data were sent to create new business 

opportunities, but some samples were sent for another purpose. It is often unknown for which purpose 

the sample was sent to the customer and for some customers the probability that they order large bulk 

quantities of a product after receiving a sample is zero. 
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7.4 Future research 
A suggestion for future research is to investigate the effectiveness of sampling processes in general and 

within other companies. It would be interesting to look into the effect of sending samples to customers 

and the best way would be to use samples as a medium to create new business opportunities. Not much 

research is done on this topic and it would be interesting for multiple fields of research to investigate 

this. From a marketing perspective, the attractiveness of samples to customers can be investigated to be 

able to boost the sales. Whereas from a supply chain management (cost-benefit) perspective, it would 

be interesting to conduct more research about free of charge orders (samples) with a low demand and 

relatively long shelf life. 
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9. Appendix 

Appendix A: Problem description: list of all problems 
1. Unclarity because of a lot of different GMNs. For every different package size of a sample there 

is a different GMN in SAP. A lot of different GMNs can cause the requestor of the sample (most 

of the time the sales rep) to pick the wrong GMN.  

2. There is a low demand for the different samples. It was unknown if it was necessary to have 

samples of all Animal Nutrition on stock, because some products have a very low or no demand 

of sample requests. This also depends on the business decision of which products Eastman 

decided the sales department should push to the market.  

3. It became clear from interviews with CSRs that some of them did not immediately fulfill the 

sample requests. Some CSRs prioritized other regular orders over the sample orders. 

4. The production scheduling of production sites or toll manufacturers. It sometimes takes months 

between production of a material. The toll manufacturers do not keep inventory of Eastman. For 

example, the toll manufacturer A produces blends of the Animal Nutrition products in a mixing 

tank. The minimum quantity to produce a batch is 4000 or 5000 liters. Eastman only ships a 

jerrycan or bag of 25 L or kg of these blends to the sample facilitator. If a product is not on stock 

at the sample facilitator it can take more than a month to receive a replenishment. 

5. Some CSRs did not understand the importance of the sample orders and there were no 

prioritization guidelines given to the CSRs to handle sample requests with the same importance 

as other orders.  

6. No standardized sampling process. No clear workflow was used for the way in which sample 

orders are handled. Unclear tasks in the process causes a delay in the fulfillment of the sample 

order. Miscommunications occur because of the undefined workflow. 

7. The sample request form was not quick and easy to use for the requestor (most of the time a 

sales representative) to fill out. 

8. Unclarity on which GMNs the sample facilitator needs to have on stock. It was unclear which 

samples need to be sent from what location. It could be the case be that a product is sent from 

a production plant in Oulu in Finland and the sample facilitator does not need to have that GMN 

on stock or the other way around. 

9. The inventory control and replenishment strategy of the sample facilitator was unclear. It was 

unclear whether their reorder rules are used in a proper way. It was not clear how the sample 

facilitator determines the safety stock. From interviews became clear that sometimes the 

sample facilitator asked for restocking and no replenishment was made. the sample facilitator 

was out of stock for weeks for some samples and no one from the customer service department 

of Eastman picked it up. 

10. the sample facilitator did not have one clear point of contact (CSR) to ask for replenishments of 

all Animal Nutrition samples. Communication between the sample facilitator and Eastman was 

lacking and replenishment orders from the sample facilitator were not picked up. Additionally, it 

is not entirely clear which of the products are from the Animal Nutrition business, because there 

are multiple different divisions for the Animal Nutrition products in the system of the sample 

facilitator. 

11. Small sample orders are not produced in time, because the toll manufacturers do not do a 

production run for only these small quantities. When the toll manufacturer produces a large 

batch, a little bit of material could be produced extra for sampling. 
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12. When the labelling or Certificate of Analysis is incorrect or missing it could be that the samples 

cannot be sent to the customer. In that case delivery of samples could be delayed, but this 

depends on rules and regulations in certain countries, as well as the sample quantity. For 

example, some products sold in China have an old (Kemira) name. If the labelling is done with 

the new Eastman name, the products or samples may not be sold or shipped to the customer, 

because licenses that enable Eastman to sell the product legally are not yet retrieved. 

13. The Sales Representative makes errors filling out the request form in Excel. When the sample 

request form is filled out wrong the Customer Service Representative (CSR) has to get back to 

the Sales rep to get the correct data. A lot of times the BMAS codes are missing or not correct, 

or the GMN number is not known or incorrect. Sales reps did not like the sample request form, 

because it is not easy and quick to use. 

14. Setting up a new customer in the system with the correct BMAS codes could take one week or 

more. 

15. The replenishment to the sample facilitator is not done in time, based on the inventory data of 

December 2018 of the sample facilitator. Only 14 of the 32 products that should be on stock 

were on stock at the sample facilitator.  

16. Larger sample orders for testing or trials coming in should be known beforehand by the sales 

reps, but sometimes this is not the case and rush trial orders are requested. the sample 

facilitator does not have enough material for these quantities on stock and there is no inventory 

at the toll manufacturers. A lot of times this material needs to be produced. This can increase 

the customer lead time causing the trial order to not be fulfilled in time.    

17. It is unclear what the agreements are with certain shipment service providers. The status of the 

delivery of a sample to the customer is often unknown. For example, it is unclear if Eastman gets 

status updates of a shipment when it gets stuck at the border. It was not clear who makes the 

next move in that case. 

18. A sample cannot be sent to the customer if the information of the sample is not correct. Missing 

information could entail erroneous labeling of the content of the package, or a missing 

Certificate of Analysis. 

19. It was unclear if the approval of the product manager for a sample request was necessary in the 

sampling process. The process was on hold while waiting for the approval. It had to be 

investigated if this step is necessary or a waste of time.  

20. Some CSRs did not immediately fulfill the sample orders, which delays the process.  

21. Filling out of the samples takes longer and this increases the total lead time to the customer. 

22. There is not enough stock available at the sample facilitator to be able to fulfill commercial small 

sample orders and trial orders.   

23. The last Goods Issue date is not present for all orders in the sample order data. 

24. The original requested delivery date is not present for all orders in the sample order data. 

25. The document type for sample orders was not used consistently and other orders than sample 

orders also used the sample order document type. The retrieval of the data was difficult, 

because of this data pollution. Most of the time sample orders should use the document type 

ZNC. This is a commercial sample sent to a customer for no charge. It was not entirely clear 

when to use which document type or document number. The data management must be on 

point in order to measure the KPIs in a reliable way. 
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26. There are no good Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to track how Eastman is doing in terms of 

fulfilling the customer demand for a sample. The only KPI that was known is the approximate 

number of sample orders. Possible interesting KPIs are:  

1 The on-time customer service level, which can be defined as the percentage of times when the 

order is delivered before or at the originally requested delivery date. The slack could be 

determined if the difference between the confirmed delivery date and the originally requested 

delivery date is calculated. Moreover, the confirmation status is sometimes missing, even 

though the product is delivered at the customer. 

2 The fill rate of the sample facilitator. The fill rate is unknown, but it can be defined as the 

percentage of a sample being on stock when it is ordered.  

3 The shipping time or time necessary to deliver an order. This is not measured. After the last 

goods issue date the product is removed from stock and the shipping time is the difference 

between the confirmed delivery date and the last goods issue date. 

4 The percentage of orders delivered within 2 weeks to the customers. 

27. Feedback to the sales department of a confirmed delivery of a sample at the customer to the 

sales department is missing. This knowledge is necessary to be able to follow-up with the 

customer. The sales department would prefer to get information in Salesforce when a customer 

sample was delivered and get a follow up task. 

28. The lead time to the customer increasing is a problem, because Eastman wants to deliver the 

sample orders on-time to the customer to keep the customer satisfied. 

29. There are no clear guidelines for the sales department on what delivery date is promised to the 

customers. The sales department did not know the time necessary to deliver a sample to a 

customer. From interviews it seemed like two weeks was the preferred lead time to the 

customer. This also dependent on whether the shipment is intercontinental shipment or not. 

30. When more stock kept is at the sample facilitator, at a toll manufacturer or at a production site 

it is possible that stock will be excessive and turned to waste.  

31. The shelf life of most of the Animal Nutrition products is 2 years. If too much inventory is kept 

the expiry date of those samples will be reached. The expired samples must be destroyed.  

32. The shipping time or time necessary to deliver an order cannot be measured for all sample 

orders, because not all last goods issue dates are in the data. After the last goods issue date the 

product is removed from stock and the shipping time is the difference between the confirmed 

delivery date and the last goods issue date. 

33. The slack could be determined if the difference between the confirmed delivery date and the 

originally requested delivery date is calculated. However not all original requested delivery 

dates are known in the data.  

34. The data management is unorganized, because the document types are not used consistently 

for the different types of samples. Other orders also use the no charge document type. This 

causes data pollution. 

35. The sales department did not know when to follow up with the customer, because they did not 

know when a product arrived at the customer.  

36. Eastman is unable to meet the requested delivery date. This can occur because the sales rep 

promises a delivery date to the customer that is not realistic to reach. For example, it could be 

that the shipment is intercontinental. In that case it takes more time to ship the order. Another 

possibility is that the requested material is not directly available. 
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37. Eastman’s performance is unknown. To be able to measure the performance of Eastman it is 

necessary that KPIs can be measured based on reliable data. 

38. The customer is not satisfied when they get the sample order later than the original requested 

date. It could be the case that competitors also send a sample to this customer. When the 

competitor is able to deliver the sample on time and Eastman is not, the customer will prefer 

doing business with the competitor. It is common sense that customers do not like to do 

business with a company that cannot even deliver a small sample on time. 

39. More inventory and a shelf life cause expired products to be left over. This waste will be 

destroyed unless the expiration date is extended. 

40. If the performance is unknown, Eastman cannot see any improvements in the sampling process 

when measures are taken. 

41. The goal of sampling is to create new business opportunities. These opportunities will be lost 

when there is no follow-up done with the customers by the sales department or if the customer 

is unsatisfied with the delivery of the sample. 
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Appendix B: Data retrieval 
2018 sample request data 

Firstly, with the help of the Animal Nutrition supply chain manager, the 2018 sample request data in SAP 

was retrieved by filtering on AFP and through the different document types that are used for the 

samples of Animal Nutrition: ZNC, ZNO, ZNL and ZNA. The different meanings for the types of samples 

are described in Table 6. 

Table 30 Different document types used for sample orders 

Document type Meaning 

ZNC No charge, with invoice 

ZNO No charge, without invoice 

ZNL No charge to lab, without invoice 

ZNA No charge to lab, with invoice 

ZSI Sample inquiry 

 

In this way a data set was retrieved with a lot of no charge orders that were not samples for customers. 

For example, large orders of Sulfuric Acid with a quantity of 45000 kg (2 full trucks) were in the data, but 

this was waste that was transported to a mine for no charge. Furthermore, a lot of products that were 

not Animal Nutrition had to be filtered out. After this, a list was received from the product manager with 

all products of Animal Nutrition. Considering this list, it became clear that the data was not complete. 

Sample orders of the products Propionic Acid and N-Butyric Acid were not completely in the data. This 

was the case, because these products belonged to the business group Chemical Intermediates in Q1 and 

Q2 of 2018. After May 2018 these products were reorganized to be within Animal Nutrition, however 

not all samples of these acids were registered within Animal Nutrition after May 2018. So for 2018 the 

sample order data from Chemical Intermediates was filtered to add to the Animal Nutrition sample data 

of 2018.  

After this, the supply chain team lead for Animal Nutrition also provided some sample data of 2018 for 

Animal Nutrition, however this data was missing a lot of important attributes, such as the (original) 

requested delivery data. If this data would be accurate, the slack could be determined if an order is 

delivered after that date, because the confirmed delivery date is always known. In the data the supply 

chain team lead provided there was also another document type that was not in the data the supply 

chain manager first provided: ZSI (Table 6). 

The sample requests are fulfilled by the Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) by filling in a sample 

request form on the SIMS (Samples and Indirects Management System) website. On this website it was 

found that reports of all sample orders are managed by Sample Central. This data cannot be accessed 

however, but this data seemed more reliable than the data received earlier, since the sample orders 

from those data sets do not match completely. Not all sample orders were done by filling out the sample 

request form on the SIMS website. Eastman acquired the company Taminco B.V. (hereinafter referred to 

as Taminco) and the sample requests for products of this company are not done in the same way (with 

another sample request form) as the sample requests for the products of Eastman. This non-SIMS data 

is also known and this data only contains the sample orders from Taminco. From November 1st 2018 
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onwards the sample requests of the Taminco products should also be done by the CSRs filling out the 

SIMS sample request form. 

To get this correct SIMS and non-SIMS sample request data, a meeting was set up with some Sample 

Central Staff experts. This interview was also used to get more information on the role of the Sample 

Central Site, located in Kingsport. An expert from the Sample Central could supply the global SIMS 

sample request data of 2018 and the non-SIMS Taminco sample request data of 2018. The expert sent 

the complete sample request data for every business of Eastman, so the correct Animal Nutrition 

samples could be filtered out. 

This list only contains the ZSAMPLE data shown in the Purchase Order (PO) description. XSAMPLE and 

other sample request data is needed as well, so this data needs to be filtered from SAP. From 

conversations with the sampling project team it was cleared up which samples are the correct Animal 

Nutrition samples.   

By combining all correct order numbers from the different data sets provided, the complete sample 

order data set was retrieved. However, this data was missing the BMAS (Business Market Assignment 

System) codes. These are codes used to code orders to the correct business and market within Eastman. 

This is data is necessary to filter the business group AFP, business description Animal Nutrition and the 

business units (BUs) of Animal Nutrition. The correct BUs of Animal Nutrition products were: 

- Deicing 

- Gut Health 

- Industrial Applications 

- Monogastric Preservatives 

- Nutritional Additives 

- Other Animal Nutrition 

- Ruminant Preservatives 

The correct sample data including the BMAS codes was retrieved from SAP with the help of the supply 

chain team lead. Because the data was retrieved by using order numbers, some other products with the 

same order number were polluting the data. These products were filtered out with the help and 

knowledge of the Eastman employees. In total the sample request data of 2018 from SAP contained 223 

samples from which 166 were customer samples and 57 were other no charge orders, including 

replenishments and orders shipped to Eastman themselves. The EMEA data were extracted in the from 

the total 223 sample order data in the following way: the 223 sample order data was filtered on the 

“shipping point” and “delivery plant country”. Only the European plants and shipping points were kept 

in the data which lead to 121 customer samples and 20 replenishments for the EMEA region. The 20 

replenishments were not entirely reliable due to large delays before the replenishment orders were 

entered in the system. From the 121 customer samples these could be split into commercial small 

customer samples and trial samples. This split is done based on the “quantity ordered” of the sample, 

the “purchase order note” and knowledge provided by employees of Eastman. This led to a total of 102 

commercial small customer samples and 19 trial samples.   
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2019 sample request data 

The 2019 data of January and February was retrieved with the help of an expert from Sample Central 

and the supply chain team lead. The supply chain team lead provided the sample order data for the first 

half of 2019 including every document type of Table 6. The Animal Nutrition samples were selected out 

of this data set. In 2019 there was no non-SIMS data, since every sample request should be done via the 

SIMS website. 

Inventory data the sample facilitator 

The sample inventory data of the samples stocked at the sample facilitator was provided by an 

employee of the sample facilitator. After that, an account was created so the inventory report could be 

downloaded at any time from the sample facilitator website. 

2018 and 2019 data of the sample facilitator performance 

The 2018 and 2019 data were provided by an employee of the sample facilitator. This data contained all 

Eastman samples shipped by the sample facilitator. The Animal Nutrition samples were filtered from 

this. This data includes the date of when the order was received and the data on which the sample was 

shipped. Unfortunately, the 2018 data was incomplete because the sample facilitator changed to a new 

system built inhouse. 

Costs for each ship-from location to all different regions 

The costs for the different ship-from locations were determined with the help of the supply chain team 

lead, who provided the invoices and costs for the samples shipped from Oulu to each region (EMEA, AP, 

NAR & LAR). A quality manager and a logistics rate audit specialist provided the costs of the samples 

shipped from Ghent. For the samples shipped by the sample facilitator, an employee of the sample 

facilitator provided the invoices of 2018 and 2019 from which the freight costs, document handling 

costs, hazardous goods costs, disposal costs and all other sample preparation costs could be extracted. 

Sales data of customers that received a sample 

A product manager provided the sales history data for each customer and each product. In this way it 

could be checked if a customer started ordering a product after they had received a sample of that 

product. This data was used to estimate the revenue and profit that the samples generated.  
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Appendix C: New sample request form 
 

 

Figure 30 New improved sample request form 
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Appendix D: Calculations of thresholds for ship from locations per product group 
The threshold Z for group 1 from Oulu compared to shipping from the sample facilitator is found by 

solving the following equation: 

Z1 ∗ ∑ P1(i)

i

∗ ai1 = 300.12 + Z1 ∗ ∑ P1(i) ∗ ai3

i

 

The threshold Z for group 2 from Ghent compared to shipping from the sample facilitator is found by 

solving the following equation: 

Z2 ∗ ∑ P2(i)

i

∗ ai2 = 87.79 + Z2 ∗ ∑ P2(i) ∗ ai3

i

 

The threshold Z for group 3 from Oulu compared to shipping from the sample facilitator is found by 

solving the following equation:  

Z3 ∗ ∑ P3(i)

i

∗ ai1 = 300.12 + Z3 ∗ ∑ P3(i) ∗ ai3

i

 

The threshold Z for group 4 from Oulu compared to shipping from the sample facilitator is found by 

solving the following equation:  

Z4 ∗ ∑ P4(i)

i

∗ ai1 = 300.12 + Z4 ∗ ∑ P4(i) ∗ ai3

i

 

The threshold Z for group 5 from Oulu compared to shipping from the sample facilitator is found by 

solving the following equation:  

Z5 ∗ ∑ P5(i)

i

∗ ai1 = 300.12 + Z5 ∗ ∑ P5(i) ∗ ai3

i
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Appendix E: Arrival pattern of demand 
To find the arrival pattern of the orders, first it was tested if a Poisson arrival process could be identified 

using the data per product. This was done because in the total data the variance of the numbers of 

sample orders per month was close to the mean of the number of sample orders per month, which 

indicates a Poisson process. Too little data was available to identify the arrival process per product so, 

after that, the products were grouped based on product characteristics. Again, no Poisson arrival 

process could be identified, because of too little data. Also, there was not enough data to see a pattern 

in the demand per day. Only 102 samples were requested for all products in 2018 and 54 samples were 

requested in the first six months of 2019, so the decision was made to aggregate the arrival data of all 

samples for all products per month. In Figure 31 the number of samples requested per month for all 

products shipped from the EMEA region are shown, for 18 consecutive months. 

 

Figure 31 The number of requested samples per month in the EMEA region 

To see if the total demand per month fits the Poisson distribution, a chi-squared goodness of fit test was 

done based on an average arrival rate of 8.6667 orders per month. The hypotheses are as follows: 

- Null hypothesis (H0): There is no significant association between the Poisson distribution and the 

actual distribution. (p-value < 0.05) 

- Alternative hypothesis (H1): There is a significant association between the Poisson distribution 

and the actual distribution. (p-value > 0.05) 

The p-value was 0.297, which means that H0 is rejected and that the Poisson distribution can be 

realistically used for generating the arrival of orders in the simulation. As proved by Raikov (1937), if the 

sum of i.i.d. variables is Poisson distributed then each of the independent variables are also Poisson 

distributed. Another property of the Poisson distribution is that this probability distribution is infinitely 

divisible. (Montgomery & Runger, 2014) This means arrival of demand per day can be generated by a 

Poisson distribution for each separate product. 
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Appendix F: Replenishment lead time analysis 
Some of the actual replenishment lead times to the sample facilitator (time between when the sample 

facilitator makes the replenishment and the time that the sample facilitator receives new product) can 

be deducted from the 2019 data, but some are based on unreliable data. The replenishment data of 

2018 is unreliable, because the replenishment orders could have come in many days before the order 

was entered in the system. Only 17 realistic replenishment lead times were measured for the products 

in 2018 and the first half of 2019 coming from the toll-manufacturers. (For example, a replenishment 

lead time of 0 or 1 day is unrealistic and is not used.) To still get an idea about replenishment lead times 

the average and standard deviation are considered. (Table 31)  

Table 31 Parameters based on measured replenishment lead times 

Mean 29.06 

Standard Deviation 16.40 

Variance 268.88 

Alpha Gamma 3.14 

Beta Gamma 9.25 

 

There are only 17 replenishment lead times in the system. Therefore, the decision was made to use 

buckets as they can be used for a histogram to see the frequency of occurrence (Table 32). The values in 

Table 32 were used to generate the graph in Figure 32. 

Table 32 Expected frequency of occurrence or replenishment lead times using buckets 

Bucket Frequency 
of 
occurrence 

Expected 
Gamma 
frequency 

0 0 0 

1 to 15 5 3.547943 

16 to 30  4 6.794831 

31 to 45 5 4.124381 

46 to 60 2 1.703242 

61 to 75 1 0.58251 

 

With the frequency of occurrence and the expected Gamma frequency columns of Table 32, a chi-

squared goodness of fit test is done. However, the chi-squared goodness of fit test is not reliable for 

these few data points. The expected Gamma frequencies are calculated by using the parameters of 

Table 31 and multiplying the sum of probabilities for a bucket with 17. 

- Null hypothesis (H0): There is no significant association between the Gamma distribution in 

buckets and the actual distribution in buckets. (p-value < 0.05) 

- Alternative hypothesis (H1): There is a significant association between the Gamma distribution in 

buckets and the actual distribution in buckets. (p-value > 0.05) 
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The p-value was 0.684, which means that H0 is rejected, so it seems like the Gamma distribution can be 

used realistically, when kept in mind that the chi-squared test is not appropriate to use with these few 

data points. A plot of the Gamma distribution against the real data is shown in Figure 32. 

 

 

Figure 32 Plot of the replenishment lead times in buckets of Gamma distribution against the real data 

As described by De Kok (2002) the Gamma distribution is in most cases a realistic distribution to use for 

replenishment lead times. Various distributions were tested, but the Gamma distribution turned out to 

be the most realistic distribution. To generate Gamma distributed replenishment lead times in the 

simulation, the parameters of Table 31 can be used in the Excel formulas. The alpha is the shape 

parameter and the beta is the scale parameter. It was verified with Eastman that the mean for the 

replenishment lead times for the toll-manufacturers to replenish the sample facilitator was accurate to 

use. The mean and standard deviation for the replenishment lead times to replenish the sample 

facilitator from the Oulu and Ghent production sites was estimated mainly based on qualitative 

information and experience of Eastman. 
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Appendix G: List of all input and output variables of the the sample facilitator reorder 

strategy simulation 
The simulation tool will need the following input parameters: 

1. Quantity on stock at start. 

2. Average demand of a product per year (in integer kg or L). 

3. Lead time in system the sample facilitator. 

4. Number of months of supply that are reordered. (Supply for 6 months suggested by the sample 

facilitator.) 

5. Reorder increment n. (Order Q a number of n times.) 

6. Lot size or reorder size Q, which is the minimum order quantity Q which Eastman can order n 

times. (Probably 1 bag or 1 canister, so 25 kg or L.) 

7. Mean replenishment lead time (for Eastman to replenish the sample facilitator). 

8. Standard deviation of the replenishment lead time (for Eastman to replenish the sample 

facilitator). 

9. Backorder/penalty costs per sample. 

10. Waste costs per sample. 

11. Setup costs (for replenishing new material at the sample facilitator). 

12. Shelf life (fixed at 550 days). 

Based on the input parameters the simulation also calculates the following inputs used: 

1. Expected average demand per day (arrival rate per day). 

2. Eastman reorder quantity n*Q. 

3. Variance replenishment lead time (to calculate the alpha and beta for the Gamma distributed 

lead times). 

4. Alpha for Gamma distributed replenishment lead times. 

5. Beta for Gamma distributed replenishment lead times. 

The simulation tool gives the following output parameters: 

1. Total number of samples ordered. 

2. Total number of wasted samples. 

3. Total number of replenishments. 

4. Average inventory position. 

5. Ready rate. (Fraction of time at which your inventory position is positive (>0).) 

6. Percentage of backorders. 

7. Fill rate (Fraction of demand that can be fulfilled from stock (which is the same as 1 minus 

percentage of backorders). 

8. Average replenishment lead time measured in simulation. 

9. Total costs per year (which is the sum of replenishment costs, waste costs and 

backorder/penalty costs per year). 
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Appendix H: Costs comparison Animal Nutrition trials 2020 
In Table 33 below, the costs per trial sample per country per ship-from location are shown. The costs 

included are the inventory costs, handling costs (inbound and outbound), setup costs and freight costs. 

A couple of assumptions were made estimating these average costs per trial:  

- Trial sample costs are per 1 bag (25kg) or per 1 canister (25L) 

- Shipment costs are per 1 bag (25kg) or per 1 canister (25L) 

Material costs that differ per product were excluded from this cost comparison, because those occur 

anyway and do not differ per ship-from location. The material costs include costs for raw material, 

production, packing and packaging. 

When shipping multiple bags from the sample facilitator for one trial the average costs per ship-to 

country are as stated in Table 34. 

Table 33 Costs per trial sample per country per ship-from location 

Ship to country 

Toll 
Manufacturer 
A 

Toll 
Manufacturer 
B 

Sample 
facilitator 

External 
Warehouse 
A 

External 
Warehouse 
B 

Belgium 80.90 67.83 102.71 73.05 97.90 

Netherlands 65.90 52.83 100.58 88.05 82.90 

Finland 132.90 119.83 118.83 140.05 149.90 

UK 137.90 124.83 112.36 145.05 154.90 

Spain 102.90 89.83 111.07 110.05 119.90 

Germany 91.90 78.83 105.66 99.05 108.90 

Poland 97.90 84.83 110.22 105.05 114.90 

Austria 98.90 85.83 111.07 106.05 115.90 

Italy 89.90 76.83 111.18 97.05 106.90 

US 235.89 222.82 234.42 243.04 252.89 

Average 113.50 100.43 121.81 120.65 130.50 
 

Table 34 Costs for trial when shipping multiple bags from the sample facilitator 

 

*Could be more expensive when shipping larger quantity via air freight to the US.  
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Appendix I: Optimal reorder quantities based on expected demand in 1.5 years. 
The optimal reorder quantities Q* in the second column of Table 35 are calculated based on the Poisson 

distribution with a critical ratio of 0.9891.  

𝑃(𝐷 ≤ 𝑄) ≥
𝑐𝑢

𝑐𝑢 + 𝑐𝑜
 

The third column shows the Q* as calculated by the Excel Solver. This reorder quantity is significantly 

lower, because the Solver does not have the constraint of reordering only once for 1.5 years of demand. 

It could be that a reorder takes place somewhere within the 1.5 years. The waste costs are high, so 

when the reorder quantity is smaller the probability for waste is reduced. The Solver is better in 

balancing the waste, backorder and setup costs than the heuristic in terms of costs optimization. 

However, the Solver is not perfect. With a small lot size of 1 it could be that the Solver finds a local 

optimum and not the global optimum, caused by the variability of the generated replenishment lead 

times. To check if this is the case one can change the input for n by hand, by increasing or decreasing it 

to see if a lower total average yearly cost can be attained. With a larger lot size of 25, which is used in 

the realistic case, the solver will always find the optimal reorder quantity. 

Table 35 Optimal order quantities with expected demand for 1.5 years 

Average demand 
for 1.5 years (in L) 

Q* with 
critical ratio 
0.9891 

Q* as 
calculated by 
the tool 

Average demand 
converted per 1 
year 

1 4 3 0.67 

2 5 3 1.33 

3 8 4 2.00 

4 9 4 2.67 

5 11 7 3.33 

6 12 8 4.00 

7 14 8 4.67 

8 15 10 5.33 

9 17 13 6.00 

10 18 13 6.67 

11 19 14 7.33 

12 21 15 8.00 

13 22 15 8.67 

14 23 17 9.33 

15 25 18 10.00 

16 26 18 10.67 

17 27 20 11.33 

18 28 21 12.00 

19 30 22 12.67 

20 31 22 13.33 

21 32 23 14.00 

22 33 25 14.67 

23 35 25 15.33 

24 36 26 16.00 

25 37 26 16.67 
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Appendix J: Profit increase estimation by improving on-time service level 
The total profit gained from sampling was estimated at $129040.31. Per sample that created new sales 

this was $14337.81. Of the 102 samples shipped-from the EMEA region 80 samples were sent to the 

customer within two weeks (78.43%). With a 99% service level, approximately 20.98 (=(102-80)-

0.99*102) more samples would be shipped on-time to the customer. With 8.8% of samples creating new 

business opportunities, this means 0.088*20.98 = 1.85 more samples would create new sales. On 

average 1.85*14337.81 = $26472.80 more profit would be generated. This is an increase of 

((129040.31+26472.80)/129040.31 – 1)*100% = 21%. The costs are kept constant. 

 


